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Ben Hur Construction Company, the oldest
surviving steel erection company in the U.S.,
now spans three generations of ironworking
excellence in steel erection, precast concrete
and, most recently, steel fabrication. In
2009, Ben Hur, based in St. Louis, Missouri,
celebrated their 100-year anniversary as a steel
erection contractor with a rich history started in
1909 with William Nick Brown.
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We Must Never Be Done with Safety

J

Organizer Melvin Brewer and the locals
serving the TVA. In Johnson’s words, “The
Iron Workers Union is leading the way.”
I would like all areas of our two countries to lead the way as it relates to safety.
Executive Director of Safety Steve
Rank has developed a knowledgeable and
first-rate staff with Jeff Norris in Canada,
Vicky O’Leary in the U.S., an administrative staff and several consultants, to
expertly conduct training seminars, work
with regulatory agencies, and vigorously
advocate on behalf of our members and
our industry.
One of most recent successes is the California OSHA adopting new reinforcing

ERIC DEAN
General President

I am asking all members to be extra
vigilant in each day’s tasks—to look and
plan for every possible hazard and to ensure
these tragedies come to an end.
steel and post-tensioning standards to
create safer jobsite conditions for our
members (see article on Page 24).
Your international union works tirelessly to seek regulatory standards to
protect the ironworkers’ industry, to
develop training, and to align with the
best safety experts in North America.
Ultimately, it is up to the men and women
on the jobsite and on the shop floor to
implement and follow accepted practices.
And always, if you “See Something! Say
Something!” We must raise our game and
keep all safe from injury and fatality.

Eric Dean
General President, 1051885
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obsite fatalities, six union brothers killed while working on the job
throughout the first half of the year, have
increased as compared to the same point
last year. As a labor leader, it is the worst
experience I have ever encountered. As
an ironworker, I had never been on a job
where an ironworker lost his or her life.
As a tradesman, I have been on several
jobs where fellow tradesman suffered a
fatal accident. It is something we can’t,
and must not, get used to.
I am asking all members to be extra
vigilant in each day’s tasks—to look and
plan for every possible hazard and to
ensure these tragedies come to an end.
Our trade is far better off than when we
first formed 120 years ago, however, I will
not accept the notion that our business is
inherently dangerous, therefore accidents,
and worst yet fatalities, are an accepted
part of our chosen profession.
I have attended safety awards dinners
where millions of manhours are worked
accident free, and have seen firsthand,
jobsites that are permeated with a culture
of safety from top to bottom among the
owners, contractors and ironworkers.
I recently attended the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 11th annual trilateral
safety alliance meeting where all crafts,
contractors and the owner, TVA, collaborate to make sure no one is injured during
the course of a day’s employment.
It is refreshing to see an owner take
such a vested interest in our members. TVA
insists our members and the contractors’
employees make and take safety serious.
Retired General Vice President Dick
Ward spearheads the safety alliance and has
the respect of the trades and contractors.
When I spoke with TVA President and CEO
Bill Johnson, he praised Brother Ward’s
efforts, along with the leadership of General
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Project Safety
Performance

Throughout North America
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LIVES SAVED

as a result of the
Countdown to Zero
Fatalities safety and
awareness campaign.
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The campaign slogan “See Something! Say Something!”
has been labeled on hardhat stickers, gangbox stickers
and posters that have been distributed to local unions and
training facilities. The focus of the campaign is to target
the deadly dozen hazardous activities contributing to
the highest percentage of fatalities and disabling injuries
to our members. Decade after decade, the Iron Workers
Union has observed incident trends and primary causation factors for fatalities stemming from specific hazards
and activities. Workplace fatalities
occur from many causes, however,
the lists of the deadly dozen on Page
26 represents the primary core of
hazards and activities. This edition
is also dedicated to the memory and
12.6
honor of the members who lost their
10.8
12.1
lives on the jobsite in 2017. We take
10.2
great pride in building our nations’
bridges, buildings and other structures, and we deeply regret the loss
of these members since Jan. 1, 2017.
A special tribute from General
President Dean to these members is
featured in this publication.

SEP
T

his special edition of The Ironworker
is dedicated to recognizing some of
the many ironworkers who demonstrated outstanding safety performance
and leadership on the jobsites throughout
the United States and Canada. Additionally, many contractors and projects are
featured displaying the skill, productivity
and safety performance worthy of recognition. In January 2012, General President
Walter Wise commissioned the 2012 Zero
Fatality campaign to prevent jobsite fatalities that result in emotional, physical and
financial hardships to our members and
their families. General President Eric
Dean has continued the Iron Workers Union’s commitment to achieving zero fatalities and incidents
in 2017. The Safety and Health
Department, National Training
Fund and IMPACT work together
to develop new programs, webinars and other forums to address
safety and health issues affecting
our members and contractors.

in the United States and Canada

PROJECT. SAFETY.

SUCCESS.

Ben Hur Construction Company
Spans Three Generations of Ironworking Excellence
THE HISTORY AND LEADERSHIP
OF BEN HUR

B
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en Hur Construction Company, the oldest surviving steel erection company in the U.S., now spans
three generations of ironworking excellence in steel
erection, precast concrete and, most recently, steel fabrication. In 2009, Ben Hur, based in St. Louis, Missouri,
celebrated their 100-year anniversary as a steel erection
contractor with a rich history started in 1909 with William Nick Brown.
Now headquartered in Earth City, Missouri, just
west of St. Louis, Ben Hur has additional offices in Cincinnati and Indianapolis. For decades, Ben Hur has
demonstrated their expertise for erecting some of the
most complex buildings and structures with some of the
most demanding project demands. Ben Hur and subsidiaries are providers of general construction, design/
build project management systems, structural steel fabrication and erection services, equipment installation,
and industrial maintenance and retro-fit services. Most
notably, the work is performed with union ironworkers, who achieve outstanding safety performance and
are often commended by project authorities and general contractors. As a result of Ben Hur’s long tradition
of safety, quality and production, they are a preferred

steel erection company by
many project owners and
general contractors.
At the head of any successful organization or
company is a leader who put
principals and good practice
above politics and profits.
One such person of Ben Hur
is John Brown, the second
generation of Ben Hur. John
John Brown, second
returned to Ben Hur after
generation, Ben Hur
Construction Company.
World War II and finishing college with a degree in
civil engineering. He left again during the Korean War
to attend seminary in Kansas City, Missouri prior to
returning permanently to Ben Hur. In 1960, he became
president of the company, a position he held until 1987
when his son assumed the role. In 1997, John passed the
company reigns to his son William W. Brown, who was
elected chief executive officer and chairman of the Ben
Hur Construction Company.
Bill Brown’s career at Ben Hur began in 1967. He was
elected president in 1987, and chief executive officer in
1997. He is a member of Iron Workers Union Local 396
(St. Louis). Bill Brown served in the U.S. Marine Corps

5

and the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve. He is a 1976
graduate of the Evening
College of the University of Missouri-St. Louis
with degrees in business
administration and labor
economics. Bill Brown
served as a member of
the St. Louis IronworkWilliam W. Brown,
ers Joint Apprenticeship
chairman and chief
executive officer, Ben Hur
Committee beginning in
Construction Company.
1976 and served as its cochairman 1988-1998. He
was appointed to the AGC (Associated General Contractors) of America’s Manpower and Training Committee
and served as its chairman and member of the AGC of
America board of directors. He served in an appointment by President George H. Bush as vice chairman
of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship, and was
later appointed by the Secretary of Labor Robert Reich
to co-chair OSHA’s Negotiated Rulemaking Committee.
Bill Brown served as president of the National Erector’s
Association and its successor organization T.A.U.C—
The Association of Union Constructors, the United
States’ largest all-union contractor association.
Additionally, Bill Brown is an active member of his
community and the labor community serving on the
board of Barnes Jewish Hospital—St. Peters, Missouri,
and Progress West Hospital; as a director of Enterprise
Bank and Trust Company, St. Louis; as a member of
the board of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes; on
the board of trustees of Lindenwood University, St.
Charles, Missouri; as the management co-chairman of
IMPACT (Ironworker Management Progressive Action
Cooperative Trust), Washington, D.C.; as trustee of the
Ironworkers National Training Fund; and on the board
of directors of the National Maintenance Agreements
Policy Committee (NMAPC), Arlington, Virginia.

THE IRONWORKER

BARNES HOSPITAL
CONNECTOR BRIDGE

6

Ben Hur Construction Company fabricated and erected
1,200 linear feet of pedestrian bridges with a total weight
of 380 tons. The Ben Hur St. Louis team modularized
the bridge sections at the Shreve Avenue facility. One of

National Museum for the United States Air Force.

the safety considerations for the project was close coordination with the project authorities and other trade
contractors to pre-assemble as many bridge sections as
possible to reduce work at the project site. With limited
space on the jobsite, the preplanning process also helped
to protect pedestrians and other workers on the project.
The shipping and installation was particularly challenging as the bridges were located in the middle of an active
medical campus with high traffic of pedestrians and
medical personnel. The Ben Hur plan minimized the
shutdown of streets and sidewalks while safely erecting

the connector bridge. The ironworker superintendent
was Jeremy Boundy of Local 396 (St. Louis). The highexposure project to pedestrians completed over 4,548
man-hours without any incidents.

The National Museum for the United States Air Force,
Dayton, Ohio, was erected by ironworkers from Local
290 (Dayton, Ohio) and Local 44 (Cincinnati). The
scope of work included the erection of structural steel
at a new specially designed hangar for static display
of aircraft. Some of the many safety considerations
contained in the job hazard analysis and site-specific
erection plan included assembling the structure in
halves with a hinged pick, protecting ironworkers
from fall hazards while working at heights and allowing the majority of the work to be completed from the
ground rather than in the air. Ben Hur commends the

AUGUST 2017

Barnes Hospital Bridge in St. Louis.

NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR
THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

7

Local 290 and Local 44 members
for their efforts to complete over
27,500 man-hours without a losttime incident. Special recognition
to the Senior Project Manager
Jeff Minter, although not an ironworker, a Ben Hur team member
instrumental in the development
of the complex erection plan. The
ironworkers on the project, who
achieved outstanding safety performance, were Spencer Perella,
Local 44; Josh Bird, Local 44; Nick
Azzalina, Local 290; Alan Balmer,
Local 29; Scott Burns, Local 290;
Stacey Edwards, Local 290; and
Tony Sroufe, Local 44.

THE IRONWORKER

FORD PAINT SHOP
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The scope of work on the new Ford
paint shop included erection of
structural steel for the new paint
shop, erection of trestles over the
top of the existing paint shop to
connect to new paint shop during
shut down, and reinforcing columns in the existing paint shop to
accept trestles for supporting the
new paint shop expansion design.
Many safety considerations had
to be addressed to protect the
employees and property of the
operating facility. A site-specific
erection plan included the process
of erecting trestles over the top of
an existing building without any
interference with plant production.
Ben Hur commends the Local 70
(Louisville, Ky.) members, who
completed over 64,175 manhours
without any reportable-recordable
incidents. Special recognition to
the Ironworkers Superintendent
Steve Shearer, General Foreman
Richie Nall, General Foreman Bill
Coleman, General Foreman Ryan
Terry, General Foreman Kevin
Watts and General Foreman William Robards.

Ford Paint Shop, Louisville, Ky.

Safety Leadership Starts with Apprenticeship

A

pprentices indenture into formal apprenticeship
and training programs to complete study, using
curriculum standards for the trade, based upon onthe-job performance objectives. Generally, “in-school”
programs focus primarily on the theoretical knowledge and the essential skills required to support the
performance objectives of the apprenticeship training standards developed by the JATC. Employers are
expected to extend the apprentice’s knowledge and skills
through practical training on the worksite.
Regular evaluations of the apprentice’s knowledge and
skills are conducted throughout training to ensure all
apprentices have achieved the learning outcomes identified in the curriculum standard. It is not the intent of the
“in-school” curriculum to perfect on-the-job skills. Rather,
the practical portion of the “in-school” program is used to
reinforce theoretical knowledge. Skill training is provided
on the jobsite; this combination creates competency.
The role of the union representatives in the area
of safety and health is imperative. They are ideally
suited to be both messengers and champions for the
health and safety agenda within the workplace. Union
representatives must work with stewards and union
apprenticeship training coordinators to ensure health
and safety is core to any apprenticeship structure.
Often, this means making sure the employer has done
a full and sufficient risk assessment on all aspects of the
proposed work of the apprentices before they start, and
that the assessments take into account the lack of experience and lack of awareness about possible risks.
A growing trend to increase the inclusion of health
and safety modules in technical training are intended
to provide the apprentice with knowledge on how to
work safely, protecting oneself and others in accordance

with government legislation, industry standards, procedures/practices and equipment manufacturers’
recommendations. The Iron Workers Union Safety
and Health Department provided a seminar to apprentice members from Local 786 (Sudbury, Ontario) and
Local 759 (Thunder Bay, Ontario) at the Sault College
located in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, entitled, Mapping the Journey to a Career Professional Ironworker.
Jeff Norris, Canadian safety coordinator of the Iron
Workers Union, outlined several objectives concentrating on trends in safety and reinforcing the message of
“See Something! Say Something!” as part of the Zero
Fatality-Zero Incident campaign. Topics of discussion
included the deadly dozen hazards, recognition and
control of hazards, risk assessments and how to participate in contractors’ safety management systems. The
class interaction emphasized importance of communication, addressing cultural safety issues, human factors
and problem-solving safety on the job.

Ironworker apprentice class at Sault College-Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario: standing - Cory Burke, coordinator/instructor; Steven Bazinet,
Local 786; Gaetan Ducharme, Local 786; Jesse Point, Local 786; Devin
Charbonneau, Local 786; Zach Slaney, Local 786; Drew Depietro, Local
786; Andrew Rogers, Local 759; Joe Burke, instructor; and Jeff Norris,
Canadian safety coordinator; bent and kneeling - Steve Reid, Local 786;
Eric Senecal, Local 786; Trayvaughn Desjardins, Local 786; Mike Aubrey,
Local 786; Casey Aubrey, Local 786; and Chad Tennant, Local 759.
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Cory Burke, apprentice coordinator/instructor of Local 786, said,
“We ensure that safety and health is an inclusive component of
apprentices’ knowledge and skill achievement here at the Sault College.
Safety performance just becomes a normal part of their day.
Having the Iron Workers Union support our programs is fantastic.”

9

Morrow Steel and Local 397 Erect Tampa International Airport

M
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orrow Steel Erectors was awarded several
contracts for the erection of structural and miscellaneous metals on the massive $1 billion expansion
project at Tampa International Airport. The project
was particularly difficult as it included an expansion
to the existing main concourse, which remained open
throughout the entire project. Steel erection proceeded
while more than 40 million passengers passed through
the airport, often within just a few yards.
At the peak of erection of the Tampa International
Airport, Morrow Steel employed over 175 ironworkers
from Local 397 (Tampa, Fla.), erecting in excess of 8,500
tons of steel under the direction of superintendents

10

Bill Morrow makes safety plan part of project.

Jimmy Douds, Dewayne “Red” Lyons and Kevin Lloyd
on the structural side; and Darren “Tugboat” Anderson
and Kevin Wehling on the miscellaneous metals side.
Morrow Steel’s scope of work on the project included
the erection of immense plate girders for the new people
mover system, with some of the plate girders being 6
feet tall and 120 feet long. The largest weighed 100,000
pounds, which had to be erected at night utilizing a pair
of 600-ton hydro cranes working in tandem to safely
hoist the girder into its final position.
One of the foremost safety concerns for the erection on the project was protecting the public as well
as workers. The proximity to the general public meant

Local 397 (Tampa, Fla.) ironworkers: Brandon Kennedy, Kris Kidder, Joshua Morrell, Foreman James Webber, Shawn Jackson, Joseph Peters,
Zack Cox, Mark Elm, Larry Comancho, Jose Calderon, Andrew Russel, Daniel Sanchez, President Kevin Barber, Raising Gang Foreman Michael Steel
and Field Operations Manager Kevin Lloyd.

extraordinary planning and jobsite-specific safety measures had to be developed, implemented and maintained
to protect all parties including the airport travelers,
project guests and tradespersons on a daily basis. Amazingly, the ironworkers of Local 397 demonstrated their
safety skills by working over 150,000 man-hours over the
course of 27 months without a single lost-time injury, a
true testament to their level quality of skill, training and
safety performance, on display to the project authorities,
regulatory officials and contractors on the project. The
project is slated to be completed by the end of the year;
at which time the sheer size and scope of the new airport
expansion will be evident to the general public.
Bill Morrow of Morrow Steel makes safety a function
of his company operations, resulting in successful safety
outcomes. Morrow employs Mark Betten as his safety

and risk manager to administer the safety and health
programs for his many projects. Another important
commitment and level of recognition is Morrow Steel’s
efforts to obtain the achievement of an AISC Certified
Fabricator and AISC Advanced Certified Steel Erector.
Morrow also serves as the management co-chairman for
Southeast IMPACT regional advisory board.

Night pick of 100,000 pounds with pair of 600-ton hydro cranes.

— KEVIN LLOYD, LOCAL 397
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“If you want an accident-free workplace, you must be motivated,
trained and willing,” said Morrow Steel Superintendent Kevin
Lloyd, Local 397. It is a big commitment and you can’t be
committed one day and not the next. Today’s ironworkers are
proof that safety and production can work hand and hand.
I would like to personally thank our brothers and sisters from
Local 397 for putting forth their best safety efforts and work
ethic. Their hard work, individually and collectively, has served
our brotherhood proudly throughout this monumental project
at Tampa International Airport.”
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Rebar International Works Injury Free in Pacific Northwest

R
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ebar International Inc., headquartered in Edgewood, Washington, and Local 86 (Seattle)
ironworkers worked over 40,000 man-hours and
installed over 17,797,468 tons of rebar without a recordable or lost-time incident on the Evergreen Point Bridge
near Seattle. The jobsite-specific safety plan and job
hazard analysis developed by Dave Otey, ironworker
member, Local 229 (San Diego) and corporate safety
director for Rebar International, identified additional
hazards and safety requirements for the project working
over water. Manned boats were positioned underneath

12

Manned boats and life vests were used during project.

the bridge and trestle where ironworkers were erecting
rebar columns and performing other reinforcing steel
activities. Ironworkers were provided and used life vests
while working over or near water.
In addition to manned boats beneath the bridge,
safety railing was installed along the bridge perimeter and ironworkers used 100 percent fall protection
systems while coupling the #14s over water. Tripping
rebar columns off the barge and additional platforms
required qualified riggers to safety hoist the columns
into final position.

Qualified riggers tripping rebar columns.

Safe access provided for column splicing.

Rebar International has worked injury free and is
leading the charge of “Ironworkers Leading Ironworkers.” Rebar International’s management team, working
closely together to achieve outstanding safety performance, include Jodie Yount, president; Jamie Odren,
VP/CFO; Jennifer Yount, secretary-treasurer; Kevin
Stillman, superintendent; Vance Safely, project manager; and Dave Otey, Local 229 ironworker member
and corporate safety director.
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Ironworker foremen on the project, who were
instrumental in supervising the thousands of project
man-hours, included Derek Sallee, Steve Daffer, Shawn
Christiansen, Pat Strong, Jose Lopez, Daniel Reese and
Felix Hernandez. As part of the job hazard analysis
developed by Otey to identify potential hazards, access
to areas of column splicing required the use of aerial lift
equipment and decked walkways around the columns to
allow the ironworkers to be protected from fall hazards.

13

American Bridge Ironworkers Span the Delaware Memorial Bridge

T
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he Delaware River & Bay Authority (DRBA)
awarded American Bridge Company (AB) with a
modified design-build contract to develop and install a
main cable dehumidification system on both spans of
the Delaware Memorial Bridge, the second contract of
its kind in North America. Included with the award,
the DRBA added the alternate scope to replace existing suspender ropes at nearly 25 percent of the panel
points on the north span. For the past 15 months, AB
and their team of subcontractors and union ironworkers have been on-site safely working toward this effort.
The detail-oriented main cable dehumidification work
coupled with the complex suspender replacement work
has developed into a challenging and rewarding rehabilitation project for the entire AB team.
To perform the dehumidification tasks, crews work
from temporary platforms hanging below the main
cables the full-length of the bridge. The effort alone to
climb up and down these platforms, to and from their
work points every day, is a test of stamina and requires
awareness of surroundings at all times. The increasing

14

Kevin Kelley, Local 401 and Clark Weber, Local 451.

slope of the platforms results in an uneven work surface while also exposing workers to extreme heights
above live traffic. The work involved with replacing the
bridges aging suspender ropes requires crews to work
in very tight areas for long hours while busting rivets
and burning steel, exposing them to several hazards.
Furthermore, at all times when on the bridge, AB’s team
works alongside live traffic of the heavily traveled Interstate 295 corridor with only a temporary lane closure
separating workers from commuters.
AB unfailingly reminds their crews each day about
the importance of self-awareness when working in a
temporary lane closure, and how complacency for a
split moment could lead to something catastrophic. To
protect ironworker crews from errant commuters that
are beyond control, the crew is protected by an impact
attenuator. This should serve as a reminder to all of us
when driving by highway construction zones: Always
obey the posted speed limit and remain fully aware of
your surroundings. Considering AB’s tenured bridge
building history, and their longstanding relationship

Al Minchella, Local 451, Shawn Glass, Local 5, Aron Brady, Local 451 and Brandon Haas, Local 451.

Preparing cables are Todd Allen, Local 5, Mike Evers, Local 401,
Bud Stille, Local 451, Tony Lepore, Local 451 and Faron Daniels,
Local 451.
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with the Iron Workers Union, they were able to partner with some of the area’s leading union ironworkers
from Local 5 (Washington, D.C.), Local 399 (Camden,
N.J.), Local 401 (Philadelphia) and Local 451 (Wilmington, Del.), helping AB bring the project to a reality.
The AB team is more than halfway through with the
construction phase, and considering the complexities
of the rehabilitation work and the hazards associated
with constant live traffic, it should be regarded as a
great achievement for the AB crew of ironworkers to
have worked six months without a recordable incident.
The partnership AB garnered with the local union
representatives from Wilmington, Delaware, Jeffrey
Hendrickson and Al Green, Local 451, has afforded
them with the ability to secure some of the area’s leading and experienced ironworkers to help bring the
project to a reality. With the support of AB’s engineers,
Dan Sheehan, Drew Merrits, Jason Loebig, Rob Gehris and Josh Perry, General Superintendent Wayne
Kirchoff, Local 25 (Detroit) and General Foreman
Marty Welsh, Local 401, the entire AB team remains
committed to maintaining a zero-incident safety performance through project completion.
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Tappan Zee Constructors and Local 40 (New York) and
Local 12 (Albany, N.Y.) Erect Hudson River Crossing Project

T

he Tappan Zee Constructors, LLC, erected the
largest bridge in New York’s history at the Hudson
River Crossing. Tappan Zee Constructors has worked
relentlessly to ensure exceptional safety performance
on the mega project to protect ironworkers and remain
below the current incident rates, which are significantly
below industry averages.
The Tappan Zee Hudson River Crossing is a critical
commuter route between Westchester and Rockland
counties and crosses the Hudson River at one of its
widest points. This design-build project is being built
by Tappan Zee Constructors (TZC), a joint venture
comprised of Fluor Enterprises, Inc., American Bridge
Company, Granite Construction Northeast, Inc. and
Traylor Bros, Inc. The project will replace the existing
Governor Malcolm Wilson Tappan Zee Bridge, which
has exceeded its originally-intended life span and
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Connecting last girder assembly on Rockland approach.
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Daniel Pruitt of Local 40 sets precast deck panels on main span.

traffic capacity. The new bridge includes two parallel
2,230-foot-long cable-stayed structures with 1,200-foot
main spans across the main navigation channel. Measuring 183 feet wide, the innovative superstructure
will contain a total of eight general traffic lanes, four
emergency lanes and a state-of-the-art traffic monitoring system. Construction of the new Tappan Zee Bridge
started in January 2013.
In order to safely and economically erect 100,000
tons of girders, pre-assembly methods for major
components were utilized where possible, requiring
procurement, planning, design and construction at
off-site yards, and the development of custom systems
for land and water movement of bridge sections weighing up to 1,100 tons. TZC set up the Coeymans Yard
more than 100 miles up the Hudson River near Albany
to assemble girders and pre-install utilities, including
water for fire safety, compressed air for tools, fiber optic
communications lines, electrical lines for bridge lighting and components and security and communications
lines. The largest individual girders, 120 feet long and
weighing almost 105 tons, were manufactured at shops
in Pennsylvania, Virginia and North Carolina, and
were delivered either by truck or barge to the Coeymans site. There, girders were then bolted together into
assemblies consisting of two or three girder lines up
to 410 feet long. After fabrication, girders were loaded
onto barges at the Port of Coeymans for a 20-hour trip
down the river to the bridge site.
When girder segments arrived on-site, they were
lifted onto the new substructure using a 1,900-ton
capacity floating crane called the Left Coast Lifter.
Locally known as “I Lift NY,” the floating super crane

Local 12, Local 40, Local 417 (Newburgh, N.Y.) members completing last girder assembly at Port of Coeymans.

has a barge measuring 384 feet long, 100 feet wide and
more than 30 stories tall. In all, 126 girder assemblies
were erected to create the approach structures. Once the
assemblies were in place crews followed up with secondary members and bolt up.
Currently crews are focused on completion of the
4,000 precast deck panels that can be installed prior
to demolition of the existing bridge. In total, the panels weigh 113,000 tons and erection is expected to be
complete in the coming weeks. Despite being cablestayed structures, the main span bridges share many
similarities with the approach structures. Once again,
preassembly of the 48-foot long field sections was performed at an off-site yard and delivered to the jobsite by
barge for erection. Following erection, the stay cables

were installed and brought to initial tension before the
precast deck panels were erected. To date, 69 field sections totaling 7,800 tons, 66 stays consisting of 5,100
strands and 700 deck panels have been installed.

Final girder assembly weighing up to 1,100 tons.

“To date the project has worked 9.3 million man-hours and the
TCIR and DART rates are 0.96 and 0.41 respectively. Over the
course of 16 months, ironworkers from Local 40 successfully
erected 5 miles of approach-span superstructure without a
recordable injury. These rates would not have been achieved
without the commitment from the ironworkers from Local 12,
Local 40 and Local 417.”
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— BOB KICK, PROJECT CONSTRUCTION MANAGER,
TAPPAN ZEE CONSTRUCTORS, LLC
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Building It Right Means Building It Safely —
Moving Safety from Compliance to Competence
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anet Lane, director of the Human Capital Centre, Canada West Foundation, author of “Beyond
the Rules: Moving Safety from Compliance to Competence,” documents the competency management
journey of Waiward Steel Inc. and the Iron Workers
Union Local 720 (Edmonton, Alberta) and Local 805
(Calgary, Alberta).
Ironworkers in the U.S. and Canada are going to be
busy for at least the next decade, if all the infrastructure projects promised for both countries are built. At
the same time, many older ironworkers will be retiring.
Besides building bridges and roads, hospitals and highrises, it’s time to build the next generation workforce.
Like most craft unions, the Iron Workers Union is very
involved in apprenticeship training, giving the union
the opportunity to make sure that the next generation
of ironworkers is ready for the changes coming to their
trade—including changes in materials, processes and
skill requirements.
While training the next generation of ironworkers is important, it’s also time to make sure current
members are the best ironworkers in the sector. The
best thing an ironworker can be is a really competent ironworker. The union competes with non-union
workplaces on the basis of skill. It’s not good enough
to just say the union has the most skilled workers, to
say, “Better People, Better Built.” In this competitive
environment, it’s crucial to truly be the most skilled,
the most competent, and be able to prove it. A competent workforce does the work right, and does it safely.
Someone is competent when they have the competencies, meaning all the knowledge, skills and attributes,
to do their jobs. The best way to assess for competencies is through observation and discussion, not
through written testing.
The Iron Workers Union has made a commitment to
the movement toward competencies as the best way to
train apprentices and develop its members. While the
journeyperson’s ticket is the gold standard for the trade,
it does not guarantee competence. A truly competent
ironworker is able, without close supervision, to do the
tasks of their job, every day they’re on the job. The training provided cannot possibly cover every aspect of the

job, under all the conditions ironworkers face. However,
apprenticeship training is only part of the process. People need to continually develop their skills while they
are on the job. Without further development, people
will work at aspects of their job for which they are not
ready. This can lead to poorer quality work, and less safe
working conditions.
Moving to a competency-based approach to training and developing union members sounds like it might
be difficult, but it doesn’t have to be. A lesson can be
learned from what happened at Waiward Steel Inc. in
Edmonton, Alberta, and Local 720 (Edmonton, Alberta)
and Local 805 (Calgary, Alberta). Even though they have
a world-class safety program, Waiward had four major
safety incidents between 2010 and 2012. That’s when
their leadership vowed that “Never again will someone
be almost killed on one of our jobsites.” The first question asked whenever someone is hurt on the job is, “is the
worker competent?” The answer is always, “Yes, because
he or she has the required certificates.” Waiward realized having the certificates is not enough. Someone may
be a journeyperson, but not have performed part of the
job they are assigned to or not under the same conditions, at height, or in extreme heat or cold. They want to
be sure that people have the ability to do all parts of their
jobs, in the right way, which means safely, every day they
are on the job.
To be sure that Waiward’s people are competent, the
company instituted a competency management program for their whole workforce, from the CEO to the
ironworker apprentices. First, they determined what
competent looks like and how to judge if someone is
competent to do a particular task. They looked at every
aspect of every job and built the competency profiles.
Then they developed the rating scale, including three
levels of competence – ‘mentor,’ ‘highly competent’ and
‘competent,’ and separate ratings for ‘not applicable,’
‘not suitable’ and ‘needs training.’ They did this with the
full cooperation and support of their locals, 720 (in the
field) and 805 (in the shop).
Of course, it was not always easy. It took time for the
lead hands and foremen to adjust to assessing their crew
members using competencies. It’s a formal assessment –

workforce, working safely and doing
and it needs to be done to standards
quality work, is a huge competitive
and objectively. The hardest part
advantage for the union and their
is telling a journeyperson union
contractors. Local 720 dispatches
brother or sister that they’re not
members to other contractors so the
ready to do some parts of the job
whole steel construction sector in
without more training. But, when
the region is getting better.
the company proved time and again
Because of their role in providthat when an ironworker needs
ing workers for the construction
more training they make sure trainsector, the craft unions are in a
ing is offered, it became easier for
unique position. They see trends in
the foremen to give the ‘needs trainthe quantity and type of work that
ing’ rating. And, it got to be a whole
is coming on stream. They become
lot easier when the ironworkers in
aware of trends in new materials
the shop and the field began to realJanet Lane is the director of the Human
and building processes before their
ize when they are rated as needing
Capital Centre at the Canada West
Foundation,
a
non-partisan,
evidenceindividual contractors can see that
training in a competence, it doesn’t
based think tank based in Calgary,
a change in one of their contracts is
mean that the company is going to
Alberta (cwf.ca). This work was part
of a project of Go Productivity, and was
part of a larger trend. This capacity,
let them go, it means the company
funded through IMPACT.
when linked to competency manis going to invest in them.
agement of their members, could
The results for Waiward have
make unions strategic human resources partners with
been spectacular. They have seen an 800 percent
their contractors. Imagine the power of being able to
increase in the safety record over historical averages.
guarantee the fully competent workforce required to do
At last count, they were at 4.8 million hours without a
the job, as and when required, for the length of a project!
lost-time claim. Their people are not just working more
Waiward Steel was on the cutting edge in Canada
safely, they are working more productively, and doing
when they implemented their competency program.
better quality work too. The result for the ironworkers is
Firms in the U.S. have moved in this direction ahead
that they are getting closer to their slogan of “Better Peoof Canada, but both countries are behind much of the
ple, Better Built.” It’s important to note that Waiward
rest of the world. Working with the Iron Workers Union
did this even during the downturn in the price of oil,
and having their support for this move was a major step
which hit the construction sector in Alberta hard. In
forward. The Iron Workers Union and their industry
the majority of companies, training is the first thing to
partner, IMPACT, are taking a lead in with this shift,
go when times get tough. However, Waiward has stayed
which will be transformational for the sector. A compecommitted to their goal of a safer workplace.
tent workforce is a safe and productive workforce. For
Besides adding value to members and future members,
the Iron Workers Union, their members and the conwhich makes belonging to the union more attractive,
tractors who employ them, a move to a more competent
there is another major benefit to assessing and trainworkforce is win-win-win.
ing member competencies. Having a truly competent
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Janet Lane, director of the Human Capital Centre, Canada
West Foundation, author of “Beyond the Rules: Moving Safety
from Compliance to Competence,” documents the competency
management journey of Waiward Steel Inc. and the Iron
Workers Union Local 720 (Edmonton, Alberta) and Local 805
(Calgary, Alberta).
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The Standard Issue at Local 725 (Calgary, Alberta)

T

Chambers, training instructor, have enjoyed working
together to develop the program. Cooper says, “As an
ironworker-welder myself, I personally appreciate the
support of the JATC trustees to move forward on this
initiative, it’s a bold step, and the right one.”
Members who receive the standard issue 6500 Series
respirator enjoy the features a quick latch design, allowing them to easily put the
face piece on and off. The
low-profile design helps
to give a worker a wide
field of view better suiting compact work spaces
and near co-workers. The
quick latch option makes it
easy to lower and raise the
respirator, without removing the hardhat or face
• hazard identification and control
shield, with a drop-down
• exposure assessment
mechanism. As workers
• respirator selection
move in and out of con• respirator fit testing
taminated areas, they can
• training program
remove or replace the respirator with a quick click
• inspection and record keeping
of the latch. This respira• cleaning and sanitizing respirators
tor helps reduce exposure
• repairing and maintaining respirators
to many contaminants
• proper storage of respirators
when properly fitted and
• health surveillance
used with approved 3M™
• standard operating procedures
Kris Chambers, instructor, Local 725, demonstrates
cartridges and 3M™ filters.
(available in written form)
the correct fit of the 3M™ 6500 series respirator.
The program has been well
• program evaluation
received by the members
and
contractors,
and
is
an
example of how the Iron
Local 725 has chosen to take a bold step in training
Workers Union is moving forward in the lead of a safe
and educating its members. Local members and travel
work performance.
cards, who are required to perform welding qualifica-
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he subject of respirator health has no borders. In
Canada and the United States, employers should
have a written respirator program describing the proper
procedures for selecting and operating respiratory
protective equipment. The correct use of a respirator
is just as important as selecting the proper respirator. Parts of the respirator program deal with finding
out what hazards are present and how
much protection the workers will need.
Other parts should describe how to wear
and care for the equipment. Without
a complete respiratory protection program, workers may not receive the best
protection from a respirator even if it is
the correct choice for a specific job. A
respiratory protection program includes
several components such as:

20

tion tests, will visit the Local 725 training center. As
part of their testing experience, each member is provided a fit test and equipped with a 3M™ 6500 Half
Face piece Quick-Latch Series Respirator and a set
of 3M™2097-P100 particulate filters, funded through
the Alberta Ironworkers Apprenticeship and Training Fund (JATC). Even though the Local 725 welding
facilities feature a state-of-the-art fume extraction
system, members are encouraged to utilize respiratory
PPE for additional protection and to experience the
equipment in a training/testing environment. Oakley Cooper, coordinator/training instructor and Kris

3M™ Qualitative Fit Testing course
held for coordinators, instructors
and contractors at the District
Council of Western Canada.

Brian Ivers,
Local 720 member,
on the job.

IN MEMORIAM

TO OUR MEMBERS WHO LOST THEIR
LIVES ON THE JOBSITE IN 2017

T

he Iron Workers Union, local
unions, members and contractors throughout the United
States and Canada are extremely
saddened when a report of a workplace fatality occurs. This article
is dedicated to the memory and
honor of members who lost their
lives on the jobsite in 2017. We take
great pride in building our nations’
bridges, buildings and other structures, and we deeply regret the loss
of these members. It is important
for our members to know that General President Eric Dean, General
Secretary Ron Piksa and General
Treasurer Bernie Evers are committed to the safety and training
departments to prevent workplace
fatalities and disabling injuries. On
many occasions, the general offi-

cers have been directly involved in
meetings with the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) and state-approved OSHA
plans to address regulatory issues
affecting our members. Additionally, our general officers participate
in industry forums with project

owners and contractors to address
safety and health matters.
General President Dean issues a
fatality notice to district councils,
local unions and training facilities
throughout the United States and
Canada to express his heartfelt
feelings when our union suffers the
loss of a member. As a follow-up
to every fatality and disabling
injury, the Safety and Health
Department, National Training
Fund and IMPACT work together
to develop any necessary programs or practices to help prevent
reoccurrence. As you read the
following notices, remember our
commitment to the 2017 ZERO
Fatality Campaign, the deadly
dozen hazards and the duty to “See
Something! Say Something!”
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I am deeply saddened to report the death of six union brothers,
killed while working on the job in 2017. The fatality of an ironworker,
who died from injuries sustained on the jobsite, should remind us of our
pledge to Zero Fatalities and that we are the best keepers of our brothers
and sisters. The memory of our fallen brothers and sisters should inspire
us daily to be aware and intervene when possible, to look out for each
other and to “See Something! Say Something!” In honor of our deceased
brothers and sisters, our commitment to prevent another tragedy and to eliminate jobsite
fatalities and injuries must be steadfast and strong.
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IN MEMORIAM

Jeffrey “Jeff” Jones Jr.

Gregory Latson

Jeffrey “Jeff” Jones Jr. of Local 811 (Wausau,
Wis.) died Jan. 15, 2017, from injuries sustained
while working on the job.
Jeff is survived by parents, Jeff Jones Sr. and
Patty Weller; grandmother Bernice; two sisters,
Jessica Ristow and Jackie Gardner; brother
Ryan Calhoun; longtime girlfriend Monica
Galarowicz; three nephews, Kasen, Ryan and Vincent; and many
aunts, uncles, cousins and friends.
Jeff loved being outdoors. He enjoyed fishing, especially
ice-fishing, hunting and camping. He loved spending time with
his family, friends and his dogs, Scruffy and Nelly. Jeff was
especially fond of his grandparents and nephews. He will be
deeply missed by all who had the privilege to know and love him.

Gregory Latson of Local 17 (Cleveland) died
May 22, 2017, from injuries sustained while
working on the job.
Gregory will be profoundly missed by son,
Tayron; parents, Martin Sr. and Susie; sister
April; brother Martin Jr; nephew Courtney; and
many loving relatives and friends.
Brother Latson was born and raised in Ohio and was an active
member of New Hope Baptist Church.

Dec. 27, 1978 — Jan. 15, 2017

Michael Whelan Jr.
June 25, 1959 — April 1, 2017

Michael Whelan Jr. of Local 401 (Philadelphia)
died April 1, 2017, from injuries sustained while
working on the job.
Michael is survived by loving wife Mary Noel;
son Michael III and daughter Mary Catherine;
parents, Michael Sr. and Maryanne; brother
Timothy and sisters, Annette Thompson, Denise
Pfeiffer and Regina Slavin; and many nieces and nephews.
Michael loved spending time with his family. He also enjoyed
volunteering with the Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts. He first
started volunteering when his son joined and continued to help
even after Michael III earned Eagle Scout. He was awarded the
pack and troop outstanding volunteer award multiple times and
became an integral part of the leadership team. Michael made a
lasting impact on the young men he helped while volunteering.
He will be greatly missed by all who knew him.

Jason Clark
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Oct. 11, 1972 — May 15, 2017
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Jason Clark of Local 444 (Joliet, Ill.) died
May 15, 2017, from injuries sustained while
working on the job.
Jason is survived by two sons, Bryce and
Brody; sister Trina Mifflin; parents, Ronald and
Joann; and grandmother Mary Johnson.
Brother Clark was a veteran of the United
States Marine Corps. He loved animals, enjoyed fishing and going
to the Kankakee River State Park with his son Brody. He loved
sports and was a fan of the Pittsburgh Steelers and Chicago Cubs.
Jason will be deeply missed by his family and friends.

March 30, 1970 — May 22, 2017

Thomas Ryan

March 30, 1959 — May 27, 2017
Thomas Ryan of Local 361 (Brooklyn, N.Y.) was
injured on the job May 15, 2017, and died May 27,
2017, as a result of those injuries.
Thomas is survived by wife of 29 years, Diane;
children, Michael Enriquez, Patrice Enriquez and
Thomas Ryan Jr.; grandsons, Kyle, Cameron and
Shane Enriquez and Tee Whited; and siblings and
their spouses, Daniel and Amy Ryan, Susan McKeown, and Kathy
and Patrick Wilton.
Brother Ryan was a loyal member of Local 361 for 27 years.
Thomas enjoyed spending time with his family at their vacation
home in upstate Minerva. He was also a member of the Minerva
Snowmobile Club and enjoyed outdoor activities, including
fishing and hunting. Thomas was loved by everybody and will be
greatly missed.

Scot Lesmeister
May 19, 1971 — May 30, 2017

Scot Lesmeister of Local 10 (Kansas City, Mo.)
died May 30, 2017, from injuries sustained while
working on the job.
Brother Lesmeister will be deeply missed by
loving wife Jennifer; two children, Karson Scot
and Gracee Mae; father, Harold and wife Karen;
mother Beth Baugh; mother-in-law, Wanda
Griffith; two brothers, Keith and his wife Ester and Jason Greer
and his significant other Stella.
Brother Lesmeister was a 15-year member of Local 10.

Reported fatalities for the period of
Jan. 1, 2017 through July 31, 2017.

IN MEMORIAM

REMEMBERING IRONWORKERS MEMORIAL SECOND NARROWS CROSSING
JUNE 17, 1958

T

he Ironworkers Memorial
Second Narrows Crossing is
located at the Second (east) Narrows of Burrard Inlet in Vancouver,
British Columbia.
On June 17, 1958, as a locomotive crane traveled from the north
side of the new bridge carrying
a 55-ton piece of steel to connect
into the unfinished structure, two
spans collapsed, with 79 workers
plunging over 30 meters (100 feet)
into the water. Eighteen were killed
either instantly or shortly thereafter. A diver was also killed during
search and rescue efforts, bringing
the total fatalities for the collapse
to 19. In a subsequent Royal Commission inquiry, the bridge collapse
was attributed to miscalculation

by bridge engineers. A temporary
falsework supporting the fifth
anchor span was deemed too light
to bear the weight.
Each year a ceremony hosted
by Local 97 (Vancouver, British Columbia) ironworkers, their
families, friends, building trades
colleagues and dignitaries have paid
their respects to the men lost that
fateful day. At this year’s memorial,
survivors included Lou Lessard,
Local 97, Gary Poirier, Local 97 and
Jim Pratt, Dominion Bridge safety
supervisor. Norm Atkinson, Local
97, was unable to attend.
Doug Parton, business manager,
Local 97 said, “Together, through
the marvelous structures we proudly
build, we also create promising

futures reflected by working toward
“Goal Zero” in partnership with
our contractors. We owe it to these
19 men; we owe it to their families;
we owe it to our children, grandchildren and their children.”

Ironworkers Second Narrows Bridge collapse, June 17, 1958.

QUICK FACTS ON THE BRIDGE
Official Name:
Ironworkers Memorial Second Narrows Crossing
Commonly Called:
Second Narrows Bridge
Spans:
Burrard Inlet, Vancouver
Bridge Type:
Cantilever

Period of Construction:
February 1956–August 25, 1960 (official opening)
Lou Lessard, surviving member
of the collapse, reads the names
of the men lost June 17, 1958.

Other:
The bridge is part of the Trans-Canada Highway
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Length:
1292 metres. Centre span at 335 metres is second
longest cantilever in Canada to the bridge at Quebec
City (549 metres) and 15th longest in the world
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California
OSHA

ADOPTS NEW REINFORCING STEEL AND POST-TENSIONING STANDARDS
Labor and
management
representatives
testify in support
of new standards.
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n June 15, 2017, the California
Occupational Safety and Health
Standards Board unanimously voted
to adopt comprehensive safety
standards for reinforcing steel and
post-tensioning activities. The Safety
and Health Department has been
working with the Department of
Reinforcing Ironworkers and industry stakeholders to pursue new
reinforcing steel and post-tensioning
standards since 2010. New safety
standards are long overdue and
protecting our members during
reinforcing steel activities is part of
the 2017 ZERO Incident campaign
commissioned by General President
Eric Dean. Don Zampa, president of
the District Council of Iron Workers of the State of California and
Vicinity, arranged for local union
representatives and contractors to
provide testimony before members
of the California OSHA Standards
Board. California is the first stateapproved OSHA plan to work with
the Iron Workers Union to pursue
new safety standards. The Safety and
Health Department will be working

Proposed standards
prohibit unsafe site
conditions illustrated
on the left.

with other district councils to pursue
the same safety standards with state
OSHA plans in their jurisdiction.

Rationale for Pursuing
New Standards:
• The current OSHA standard written
in 1971 is antiquated and only contains three references specifically
pertaining to reinforcing steel and
two for post tensioning.
• Common hazards during reinforcing steel installation and posttensioning operations are not
addressed in current standards.
• Fatality and accident trends indicate a direct correlation between
accident causation factors and lack
of specific regulations.
• The usage of steel reinforced and
post-tensioned, poured-in-place
concrete is expected to double.
• The negotiated rulemaking process
will produce the best safety
standard and regulations through
the cooperative efforts of OSHA,
stakeholders and experts in the
reinforcing steel and post-tensioning industry.

Representatives from the Iron
Workers Union, reinforcing steel

Stability requirements
for vertical and horizontal
columns, walls and other
reinforcing assemblies.

contractors and industry associations, included the persons who
participated in the public hearing and provided testimony: Don
Zampa, president of the District
Council of Iron Workers of the
State of California and Vicinity; Len Welsh, safety consultant;
Wade Williamson, Local 229
(San Diego); Dorothy Ormsby,
ICSG LLC; Hart Keeble, Local
416 (Los Angeles); Robert Alexander, Local 416; Jose Mendoza,
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute; Greg McClelland, Western
Steel Council; Karl Pineo, Local
118 (Sacramento); Bob Carpenter,
CMC Rebar; Ed Reyes, Local 377
(San Francisco); Jason Gallic, Local
378 (Oakland, Calif.); John Hernandez, Local 155 (Fresno, Calif.);
Kurt Johnson, Harris Rebar, Local
29 (Portland, Ore.); Jerry Patchin,
Harris Rebar, Local 378, and Todd
Stevens, Gerdau Rebar.
See Steve Rank’s department
report in the April 2017 magazine
for more information on OSHA reinforcing steel standards.

3M
™

Personal Safety Division,
Ironworkers International
and IMPACT Forge
Partnership Agreement
The following is the announcement of the Iron Workers Union
(IW) partnership agreement with 3M Personal Safety Division.
The agreement will be a benefit to Iron Workers Union members
and signatory contractors. 3M will be posting the agreement on
their website and it will also be available on the Iron Workers Union
and IMPACT websites. The Safety and Health Department will
work with the National Training Fund to ensure ironworker training
facilities get the equipment needed to provide the best instruction to Iron Workers Union members.

S

As part of the partnership agreement, 3M Personal Safety Division
will work with the Iron Workers Union’s Safety and Health
Department and the National
Training Fund to establish competent personal fall protection
training courses for selected personnel throughout the United
States. In addition, 3M will dedicate a senior training specialist
from 3M Fall Protection to serve
as an instructor for the Ironworker
Safety Director Training course,
offered throughout the United
States and Canada.
“We see this partnership with 3M
as a valuable relationship to provide
our members and signatory contractors with access to a full line of
fall protection and personal safety
equipment—including
welding
safety, respiratory protection and
hearing protection—and apprentice and journeyman training,”
said Iron Workers Union Executive
Director of Safety and Health Steve
Rank. “The combination of top-ofthe-line equipment and training
is invaluable to our organization
and the people we serve. With 3M’s

technical support, we are erecting
new fall protection training structures in many of our 156 facilities
throughout North America that
will be equipped with a variety of
3M personal safety products.”
To better serve contractors and
training facilities with acquiring
3M safety products, a designated
“National Fall Guard” has been
established as a national distributor
to help expedite product orders and
technical information. For product
information and orders, please contact Kevin Holden with National
Fall Guard at the following address.
Kevin Holden
National Fall Guard, LLC
5 Cypress Run, Unit # 51A
Homosassa, FL 34446
(O) 727.230.1614
(C) 847.922.5262
kevinh@nationalfallguard.com
Visit 3M.com/constructionsafety,
ironworkers.org or impact-net.org to
learn more about this partnership
agreement. To speak to a 3M specialist about a specific safety issue
or training need, please call
(800) 328-1667.
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T. PAUL, Minn. — 3M™ Personal Safety Division, the
International Association of Bridge,
Structural, Ornamental & Reinforcing Iron Workers and the Ironworker
Management Progressive Action
Cooperative Trust (IMPACT) have
formed a partnership to provide
members, facilities and IMPACT
signatory contractors access to 3M
product training, personal protective
equipment (PPE) and special services.
“Falls in the construction industry continue to top OSHA’s list of
serious injuries and fatalities. One
of the key goals of this partnership is to help standardize safety
practices using 3M PPE and fall
protection training for more than
150,000 members and signatory
contractors,” said Paul Maturen,
business development manager
with 3M. “We also see this partnership as an opportunity to work
with the Iron Workers Union’s
Safety and Health Department to
pursue new technologies and best
practices to help achieve the Zero
Incident Campaign commissioned
by General President Eric Dean of
the Iron Workers Union.”
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SEE SOMETHING! SAY SOMETHING!

DEADLY
DOZEN
ACTIVITIES AND HAZARDS OUTSIDE

1. Exposure to toxic welding fumes that
create serious health hazards.

2. Collapse of unsecured open web steel joists.

2. Striking hazards during material handling,
loading and unloading trucks.

4. Falls during installation of
floor and roof decking.
5. Material-handling injuries
during steel erection
and reinforcing steel activities.
6. Column collapse due
to anchor bolt failure and/or
insufficient concrete strength.

3. Dismemberment pertaining to machine
guarding of shear presses, punch
presses and other equipment.
4. Rigging failure and use of chains, slings,
plate dogs and other rigging equipment.
5. Hazards pertaining to use of overhead rail
cranes, gantry cranes and other cranes.
6. Hazards pertaining to use of
forklifts and my jacks.
7. Exposure to toxic paints and chemicals
through inhalation and skin absorption.

8. Struck-by injuries from falling
objects, tools and materials.

8. Exposures to airborne metals, dust
and compounds during grinding
and hot work operations.

9. Caught-between injuries during
hoisting and rigging operations.

9. Electrical hazards, de-energizing
equipment and lockout tag-out systems.

10. Impalement from unprotected
reinforcing dowels or
other vertical projections.

10. Improper signals, communication
and clearances.

11. Electrical hazards and injuries from
high-voltage power lines.
12. Heat illness and toxic exposure to
chemicals and airborne contaminants.

11. Exposure to heat illness and dehydration.
12. Lack of protective eyewear,
leathers, gloves, hearing
conservation and other personal
protective equipment.

SEE SOMETHING! SAY SOMETHING!

7. Structural collapse of
unsupported reinforcing steel
columns, walls and decks.
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ACTIVITIES AND HAZARDS IN THE SHOP

1. Falls through unprotected or
inadequate floor opening covers.
3. Lack of fall protection and
inadequate use of fall arrest equipment.
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DEADLY
DOZEN

T
Ironworker
Safety
Director
Training
Course
Provides More
Opportunities
to Members

he 2017 ZERO Fatality-Incident campaign commissioned by General
President Eric Dean features the Ironworker Safety Director Training
course as one of the programs designed to raise the standard of safety performance throughout the United States and Canada. The Safety and Health
Department received an overwhelming response from members and contractor safety personnel to enroll in the course. We have members with great
knowledge and skill, and we want to reach out and provide the specialized
course to members wanting to pursue a safety career with our signatory
contractors. Assuming the role of a corporate safety director and managing
safety programs for several projects requires some additional basic training
and new skill sets. Several fundamental safety and health tasks must be routinely implemented to help recognize and avoid workplace hazards. Many
safety responsibilities in the workplace are set forth by federal, state, local
and contractual standards and requirements. The Ironworker Safety Director Training course is offered at no charge to members or contractors who
elect to sponsor an ironworker or employee to complete the course. Since
July 2016, the 30-hour course has been provided in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Houston, San Diego, Philadelphia and Ontario, Canada. A course is scheduled for Nov. 23–25, 2017 in Detroit.
The following are the instructors and courses provided during the Ironworker Safety Director Training course.

Jim Hutter, 3M Fall Protection
Fall Protection Systems (Active and Passive)
and Calculations of Basic Lifeline Systems:
Instruction on the use and installation of passive and active fall protection
systems. A special segment will focus on basic load calculations for common horizontal lifeline systems and examples of typical designs for proper
anchorage and terminus points.

Jim Stanley, FDR Safety LLC
Regulatory Compliance, Project Contracts
and Safety Program Development:
How to identify mandatory compliance standards of federal and state
regulatory agencies and project contract safety specifications. How to
articulate, negotiate and manage safety issues with project owners and
controlling contractors. Techniques for working with steel fabricators to
incorporate anchorage points for fall arrest systems and cable guardrail
systems. Instruction on development, implementation and maintenance
of written safety and health programs for field and shop workplaces.

Instruction will focus on employee training for workplace activities and
designating competent and qualified personnel persons to perform common safety functions. Formats to provide company training and instruction,
and how to verify safety training through the Iron Worker Apprentice
Tracking System (ATS).
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Jeff Norris, Canadian safety coordinator,
Iron Workers Union
Safety Training and Determining Competent
and Qualified Persons:
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Jim Kegebein, Kegebein Consulting
Evaluating Workplace Health Issues
and Exposures:
How to determine workplace action levels and exposures
to welding fumes, lead, asbestos, paints and solvents.
Understanding the Threshold Value Limit (TLV) for
airborne metal and compounds and methods to prevent
skin absorption of chemicals. How to understand and
use air-sampling tests as a representative exposure to
determine methods of employee protection.

Herb Strong, Haztek, Inc.
Development of Job Hazard Analysis, Site
Safety Plans, Workplace Inspections:
How to develop and use a Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)
and a site-specific safety plan. Sample JHA forms will
be provided as a template for use and editing. How to
develop and document a system for conducting workplace inspections to identify unsafe acts and conditions
in the workplace.

Wayne Creasap, The Association
of Union Constructors
Safety Techniques for Managing
Recordable/Reportable Incidents and
Incident Management and Investigations:
Understanding requirements for reporting workplace
incidents and posting OSHA 300 log form in the
workplace. Considerations for submitting incident
information to project authorities during bidding
process. How to manage workplace investigations
following an alleged complaint, OSHA (OH&S) investigation or serious incident.

Dave Otey, Rebar International
Reinforcing Steel, Primary Hazards and
Industry Best Practices:
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Instruction on the hazards and best practices pertaining
to reinforcing steel activities including rebar handling,
hoisting and rigging rebar assemblies, column and wall
stability, and impalement protection.
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Steve Rank, Safety Department,
Iron Workers Union
Steel Erection Safety Activities:
Instruction on written notices prior to erection, steel
fabrication safety requirements, controlling contractor responsibilities, special training requirements and
important federal and state OSHA letters of clarification.

Ironworker Safety Director Training course.

Cory Davis, chief executive officer,
Capital Construction Solutions
Construction Safety App:
Instruction on the use of innovative safety apps to help
implement and document workplace safety programs,
programmed inspections, employee instruction and
photograph workplace hazards.

Bill Smith, vice president of NBIS
Crane, Rigging and Equipment Operations:
How to ensure the crane assembly-disassembly director
understands the specific responsibilities for his/her crew
and recognizing requirements for qualified riggers and
signal persons.
The following are the lists of ironworkers and contractor
safety representatives who have completed the Ironworker
Safety Director Training course in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Houston, San Diego and Toronto, Canada.

Ann Arbor, Michigan:
Alexander, Adam, Danny’s Construction Company,
LLC; Alitz, James, Local 67; Almeida, Bruno, Local 416;
Anderson, Greg, Local 720; Andrews, Phill, C.L. Rieckhoff, Co., Inc.; Babjak, Ryan Andrew, Local 395; Ball,
Taneen, Local 1; Bataglia, Bridget, Sowles Co.; Benson,
Paul, Local 207; Bentley, Victor, Local 24; Bradley, Richard, Local 25; Butz, George, Local 63; Chapman, Matthew,
Local 14; Christiansen, Greg, Local 86; Coble, Blue,
Local 75; Cordova, Jimmy, Local 24; Cortez, Christian,
Local 229; DeMartini, Dominic, Local 378; Depasquale,
Dino, Local 1; Dillon, Jeff, Local 25; Dymarkowski,
Charlotte, Foundation Steel, LLC; Edwards, Kevin,
Local 17; Estey, Penny, Local 700; Fakhari, Shireen,
Henry Gurtzweiler, Inc.; Formaini, Michael, Matrix
North American Construction; French, Larry, The

French, Larry, The Berlin Steel Construction Company;
Frion, Joe, Local 512; Fuller, David, Local 512; Garber Jr., Randy, Local 416; Gordon, Bradley, Local 290;
Hackl, John, Local 24; Hanlon, John; Hedgecoke, Randye, Local 229; Hubans, Michael; Johnson, Kurt, Local
14; Johnson, Rick, Local 27; Johnson, Russell, Local 75;
Jones, Malcolm, Local 1; Kapaska, Shawn, Local 5; Keith,
Mark, Local 21; Keith, Ron, Local 7; Kern, Adam, Local
1; Langille, Kelsey, Cruncher Construction, Inc.; Lannon, Mark, Local 512; Lima, Jose, Local 15; Lockhart,
James, Local 848; Lovelace, Mark, Local 420; Martin,
Gregory, Local 24; Martinez Jr., Ricardo, Local 229;
McCrary, Russell, Local 433; Milkovich, Nick, Local 1;
Miller, Kevin, Local 7; Mulcrone, Chris, Local 1; Mulvihill, Bob, Local 97; Murphy, Dean, Dynamic Structures,
a division of Empire Iron Works Ltd.; O’Connor, Patrick, Local 7; O’Toole, Robyn, Local 433; Olszewski,
Bryan, Local 1; Ormsby, Dorothy, Local 118; Peterson,
Geoff, Western Steel Council; Peterson, Michael, Local
229; Poorbaugh, Justin, Century Steel Erectors; Richardson, Shawn, Local 24; Rose, Adam, Local 63; Ross,
William, Local 401; Rudowski, Greg, Local 27; Rushlow, Mark, Local 25; Schultz, Greg, Local 8; Sealey, Tina,
Corona Steel, Inc.; Shafer, Kenneth, Local 10; Shauers,
Jeffrey, Local 86; Simoneau, Chad, Local 720; Slade, Bill,
Local 290; Speir, Rob; St. Clair, Thane, Local 229; Sterling, Robert, Local 782; Stone, Chad, Local 86; Stone,
Dennis, Local 847; Strack, Joe, Local 147; Tipton, Luke,
Local 1; Vanderpool, Ray, Local 63; Vanderpool, Reggie,
Local 63; Walton, Chad, Local 22; Werley, Brian, Local
420; Wilson, Kristy, Griffith Steel Erection, Inc.; Wirkus,
Cheryl, Local 8; Wyatt, Anita Gail, Local 63; and Zielsdorf, Todd Lee, Local 86.

Houston:

San Diego:
Allard, John, Local 433; Alvernaz, James, Local 229;
Andrade, Armando, Local 229; Beane, Alan, Local 29;
Beattie, Elizabeth, Local 512; Benjamin, James, Local
229; Bishop, Byran, The Herrick Corp.; Bolanos, Wilfrido, Local 433; Bradshaw Jr., Archie, Local 10; Brunn,
Richard, Local 377; Bynum Jr., Keith, Local 377; Campbell, Michael, Local 24; Canyon, Kathleen, Local 377;
Carpenter, Kevin, Local 55; Castellanos, Martin, Local
433; Colona, Jeffery, Penn Services LLC.; Cook, Donald,
Local 229; Cornish Jr., Joe, Local 433; Costa, Tony, Local
377; DeMartini, Dominic, Local 378; Dennis, John,
Local 229; Desmond, Sean, Local 433; Digeser, Drew,
Three D Rigging & Construction, Inc.; Digeser, Mathieu,
Three D Rigging & Construction, Inc.; Evinger, Patrick,
Local 86; Frion, Joe, Local 512; Frisby, Travis, Local
377; Garcia Jr., Albert, Local 416; Gomez, Moses, South
Bay Iron; Gorman, Zachary, Local 89; Greenlese, Tim,
GEM, Inc.; Hague, Kelton, Local 732; Hentges, Bruce,
Local 8; Hernandez, James, Local 24; Hill, Joann, Local
229; Johnson, David, Local 229; Katz, Daniel, Local
433; Knight Jr., Ralph, Local 8; Labuz, William, Local
63; Langan, Fred, Local 433; Lomeli, Tony, The Herrick
Group; Martinez, Greg, Local 433; Martinez, Nicholas, Local 433; McAnally, Denny, Local 55; McCoy, Jeff,
Local 377; McDermott, Pat, Local 7; McDonald, Brian,
Local 378; McGuire, James, Local 433; Mendoza, David,
Local 378; Michaels, Aaron, Local 378; Miller, Randy,
Local 433; Moore, Josh, Local 416; Muniz, Isaac, Local
433; Munoz, Ricardo, Local 229; O’Toole, Robyn, Local
433; Olivas, Ernie, Local 378; Oliver, Sylvester, Local
229; Olson, Marie, Local 118; Ormsbee, Ronald, Local
24; Peterson, Kenny, Local 433; Phillips, Randy, Local
229; Porraz, Jason, Local 433; Randolph, Diane, Danny’s
Construction Company, LLC.; Raught, Ken, Local 433;
Rios Maciel, Jose, Local 378; Rios, Mario, Local 433;
Robledo, Miguel, Local 377; Royer, Bert, Local 771; Sandoval, Ruben, Local 416; Schipper, Steven, Commercial
Metals Company, CMC Rebar; Semone, Jason, Local 378;
Seymour, Mark, Local 433; Shaffar, Nicholas, Local 512;
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Ali, Shayrun, Sarens USA, Inc.; Anders, Orrian, Local
84; Buckler, Anthony, Local 263; Collins, John, Local 7;
Conrad, Micah, Bosworth Steel Erectors, Inc.; Day, Raini,
Schuff Steel Company; Delker, Robert, Local 11; Drake,
Riley, Local 482; Evans, Michael, W.W. Gay Mechanical, Inc.; Fay, Michael, Local 25; Fegel, James, Local 580;
George, Devin, Local 84; Gravell, Jason, Local 401; Gully,
George, Bosworth Steel Erectors, Inc.; Hall, Jason, Harris
Davis Rebar; Haney, Steven, Local 6; Hannan, Anthony,
Schuff Steel Company; Harper, Michael, W.W. Gay
Mechanical Contractor, Inc.; Hedgecoke, Randye, Local
229; Hultman, Grant, Danny’s Construction Company
LLC; Jensen, Dane, W.W. Gay Mechanical Contractor,
Inc.; Jones, Douglas, Atlantic Plant Maintenance; Jones,
Karen, Local 66; Laguna, Shane, Local 482; McDaniel,

Michael, Local 482; Millard, Colin, Local 8; Morgan,
David, Local 584; Nagy, Penelope, Benson Industries,
Inc.; O’Daniel, Jeff, Local 492; Parsons, Ricky, Local 84;
Paul Edward, Local 84; Pringer, Betty, Local 84; Pringer,
Jonathan, Local 84; Puckett, Jason, Local 482; Riccio,
Gregory, Danny’s Const. Co.; Rosson, Timothy, Local
84; Rowe, Romeo, Local 25; Smith, Justin, Local 147;
Styburski, Jim, Local 395; Watson, Lucien, Local 75; and
Wooten, Toney, Local 584.
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Attendees and instructors at the San Diego Ironworker Safety Director Training course.

Smith, Randy, Local 75; Swanson, Michael, Local 229;
Tachiquin, Anhalina, Local 229; Tanner, Brett, Local 63;
Ulibarri, Rick, Local 433; Valderrama, Juan, Local 229;
Valencia, Frank, Local 229; Villareal, Jose, Local 433;
and Yates, Nate, Western Steel Erectors.
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Toronto, Ontario:
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Allen, Donald, Local 752; Anello, Peter, Local 736; Angi,
Evan, Walters Inc.; Anthony, Trevor, Local 752; Arseneau, Felicien, Local 842; Burke, Sam, Local 752; Carey,
Derick, Local 37; Carroll, Matthew, Local 752; Collis,
Geoff, Local 765; Comeau, Paul, Local 736, STL Installations; Conlon, Stephen, Local 700; Costello, Wallace,
Local 764; Cote, Eric, Local 721; Cull, Hannibal, Local
771; Cwiak, Brian, Local 728; Darlington, Tyler, Local
752; Davis, Blair, Local 752; Dearman, Terry, Local 752;
DeBoer, Brad, Walters Inc.; Delaney, Vincent, Local
752; Delong, Ryan, Local 752; Diabo, Jeffrey, Local 440;
Dore, Frank, Local 765; Driscoll, Garry, MQM Quality Manufacturing Ltd; Estey, Penny, Local 700; Ezack,
Hilling, Local 759; Ferguson, Robert, Local 759; Fewer,
Richard, Local 764; Hawco, Lawrence, Local 764; Henderson, Craig, Local 721; Hessel, Michael, Local 700;
Horne, Neil, Local 752; Horvath, Ricky, Local 771;
Hutchins, Chris, Local 97; Jardine, Tim, Local 752; Johnson, Lisa, Local 771; Jones, Brent, Walters Inc.; Kantor,
Mark, Local 700; Kawecki, Martin, Local 765; Keeling, Terry, Local 765; Kempe, Diana, CMF Group Inc;
Knezevic, Branko, Local 752; Lahey, Frank, Local 752;

Lane, Gerald, Local 764; Lavoie, Stephane, Local 842;
LeBlanc, Josh, Local 752; Lewis, Don, Local 764; MacDermid, Kenneth, Local 721; MacDonald, Charles,
Local 752; MacGillivray, Adam, Local 759; MacQuarrie,
John Curtis, Local 752; Mauger, Chris, Rendan Fabricators; McAdam, Tyler, Local 700; McIntyre, James;
McMillan, Jamie, Local 736; Mesley, Bryce, Walters
Inc.; Metallic, Joseph, Local 771; Montour, Oliver, Local
771; Moore, Adam, Local 752; Morin, Kevin, Local 759;
Noort, Lindsey, Local 97; Olson, Elmer, Local 771; Porter, Jason, Local 736; Radek, Jeff, Gateway Construction
Company, Inc.; Retieffe, Dana, Local 752; Richards,
Stephen, Local 752; Roche, Kim, Local 764; Simms,
Francis, Local 764; Skorepa, Devan, Local 97; Soares,
Marco, Local 736; Splane, Jason, Local 765; Strong,
Derek, Local 752; Tesarski, Chris, Local 728; Theriault,
Donald, Local 842; Torzy, Bruce, Local 25; Tremblay,
Jeff, Local 765; Walsh, Chad, Local 764; White, Geoff,
Local 752; White, Morgan, Local 752; Worrall Jr.,
Wayne, Local 771; and Zeleny, Joe, Local 759.
Special thanks to Vicki O’Leary, district representative for safety and diversity and Christie Rose of
the Safety and Health Department, for their efforts to
make the Ironworker Safety Director Training course
a success for members and contractor participants
throughout the United States and Canada. Their efforts
contributed to the successful results of the four training
courses and helped members pursue new opportunities
as safety personnel for contractor and owners.
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Reggie Vanderpool, Local 63 (Chicago) Employed as Safety Director

Reggie Vanderpool, Local 63 member
and safety director.

R

first Ironworker Safety Director Training course in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The
course left Reggie inspired and motivated
to try to assist with General President
Dean’s Zero Fatality and Incident campaign. Reggie highly recommends this
course to all ironworkers who want to get
a more in-depth education of what safety
mangers/directors are responsible for
and to learn from subject matters experts
in each field of study.
As a result of taking the Safety Director
Training course, Reggie has obtained a
safety position with Haztek Inc., a safety
management company with offices based
in Medford, New Jersey, Houston and
North Carolina. Reggie is now working
as a safety manager at the GM Plant in
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eggie Vanderpool has been a member
for 21 years. She joined the ironworkers in the footsteps of her husband Ray
Vanderpool after they bought their first
home. It was during the remodeling of
their home that Reggie thought ironworking would be a good fit for her. She has
taken an active role in Local 63 by serving
on the Entertainment Committee and the
Sisters’ Committee, as well having served
as an election judge.
Throughout her career as an ironworker she has taken advantage of
journeymen upgrading classes offered at
her union hall. Reggie states, “Keeping up
to date on certifications, as well as safety,
makes all ironworkers more marketable.”
With that in mind, she signed up for the

Wyoming, Michigan. Haztek Inc. is part
of the construction management team
along with Sorenson Gross and AECOM.
As safety manager, Reggie oversees the
equipment installation at the Wyoming
location, which makes components for
GM. As part of her duties, she does safety
orientations for the trades and guests
of GM. She feels an obligation to ensure
everyone goes home to their families at
the end of the workday.
“Safety is personal and the utmost
importance. It is a value that is everyone’s
responsibility,” stated Reggie. She has
spent most of her career working on highrises or new construction. Her current job
is a combination of construction in a production atmosphere. She does daily safety
observation tours with the contractors
and GM representatives. She checks for
proper work procedures, compliance and
other site-specific issues. “Coming from
the field as an ironworker, I have always
been aware of the hazards, but on this job,
I feel I am more aware of my surroundings
and what is going on. I feel the responsibility of making sure that all workers go home
the way they came in…intact.”
Reggie concludes she is thankful and
grateful to everyone who has taught and
mentored her coming up through the Iron
Workers Union, including her apprentice
coordinators, instructors, local officials,
the Iron Workers Union and IMPACT. She
believes the Safety Director Training
course is a great new course that helps
bridge the gap between safety and ironworkers. Who knows our job better than
one of our own?
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Local 22 (Indianapolis) and Local 103 (Evansville, Ind.)
Member Recipients of Skanska I Care Awards

T

he Skanska USA Civil Midwest at
the Duke Cayuga project has developed the I Care approach as a way for
ironworkers to help each other develop
and maintain self-directed, safe work
behaviors. This is a peer-to-peer, informal
observation process. Ironworker crews

are issued special I Care observation
cards. When safe work acts/behaviors
are observed, the worker will be recognized and positive recognition of the act/
behavior will be recorded on the card
and submitted to supervision. Informal
and impromptu observations during the
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Local 103 trainers Shawn Russell and Aaron Briles.
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Pascal Kateme, Local 22 coordinator with John Whitaker, Skanska
Midwest, general foreman/Local 22, receive an award for their
contributions to the I Care program from Mike Wells.

course of a work shift can reveal safe
behavior, as well as unsafe behaviors.
Local 22 ironworker John “Toad Hop”
Whitaker was involved from the very
beginning when I Care was implemented
at the Duke Cayuga site in early 2014.
Even prior to his promotion from foreman
to general foreman over the SCR project,
he had already begun to show an actively
caring attitude and really took to heart
the values being reinforced with the I
Care culture. Having lost one of his best
friends to a work-related injury, Whitaker
knew firsthand the importance of looking
out for one another. He was included in
both the 2015 Skanska USA Civil Midwest
orientation video, where he reminded
everyone that “proper prior planning
prevents improper performance,” as well
as the Cayuga I Care video filmed later
where he explained how the program
“wasn’t about trying to catch someone
doing something wrong, it was about reinforcing doing what’s right…even when
nobody is looking.” Currently, Whitaker
is the ironworker general foreman for
Skanska USA Civil Midwest on the Duke
Cayuga DBA project.
The presentation of the I Care program
was held at Local 22 and included the
entire apprenticeship first through fourth
year students. John Whitaker, Skanska
Midwest, ironworker general foreman/
Local 22 executive board member at the
Duke Cayuga project, jointly presented the
I Care initiative with Mike Wells.

First through fourth year Local 22 apprentices hear about
the I Care program.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Local 22 and Local 103 have ‘stepped up’
so to speak, in regard to recognizing the
value of the I Care approach.
As the union workforce ages, these
young apprentices will be the future
ironworkers and the I Care initiative is
a way to recognize and reinforce safe
work behaviors amongst each other.
Even when these young men and women
work for contractors who don’t have a
similar program, they still can verbally
commend each other.

In many cases, the I Care program
has strengthened relationships with
customers and built behavior-based
safety partnerships with specific
customers, who have developed similar
behavior-based safety observation
programs internally.
Special thanks to Mike Wells for his
efforts to help protect union members
from workplace incidents at the Duke
Cayuga project and creating events to
promote the I Care program.

continued

John Whitaker, Skanska Midwest,
ironworker general foreman/Local 22.

Local 10 (Kansas City, Mo.) Coordinator Participates in Welding Fume Testing Program

B

rian Garrett, director of training for
the MoKan Ironworkers Apprenticeship and Training at Local 10 participated
in a pilot program for the voluntary airsampling program to help the elements
and protocol of the program. Garrett
worked with Jim Kegebein, an industrial

Goals of the Voluntary
Air-Sampling Program
• Identification of potential
airborne exposures
• Evaluation of the intensity and
variability of airborne exposures
• Assessment of the potential risks
• Prioritization and control
of exposures
• Identification of exposures for which
additional information is needed
• Documentation of exposures
and control efforts
• Maintenance of a historical record
of exposures
Special thanks to Brian Garrett of Local
10 for his time and efforts to participate in
the voluntary air-sampling program that is
designed to help prevent health hazards to
members during welding operations.

Protecting shop members
during welding operations.
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Brian Garrett, director of training, Local 10.

hygienist, to conduct the air-sampling
tests at the training facility and to follow
a protocol for using air-sampling equipment. Brian was part of a pilot program
to obtain feedback on the elements and
protocol. Protecting members throughout the United States and Canada from
airborne welding exposures during
shop and field operations must consider
several variables such as the base
metals (mild steel, stainless steel and
galvanized steel) being used. Additionally, the air sampling included several
types of common welding consumables to
develop representative samples used to
help determine exposure levels in similar
welding operations.
The program is part of the 2017 Zero Incident campaign commissioned by General
President Eric Dean focused on identifying
and preventing health hazards. The IMPACT
board of trustees approved funding for the
Safety and Health Department to establish
a voluntary industrial hygiene air-sampling
program to signatory shop and field contractors. The voluntary outreach program is
designed to provide professional industrial
hygiene services to help evaluate harmful
exposures of welding fumes metals, paints,
solvents and other chemical compounds
that become airborne during common shop
and field operations.
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Women Pre-Apprentices
Welcome at University of Iron

Cheryl Wirkus, Local 8 (Milwaukee)
Safety Director for Area Erectors

T
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he third National Women Training
participants completed their preapprenticeship at the University of Iron
in Benicia, California. The program allows
direct entry into the local unions who have
recruited them to participate. The Iron
Workers Union and the State of California
and Vicinity District Council welcomed 24
women from around the U.S. to participate in three weeks of intensive training.
Apprenticeship Director Dick Zampa,
Instructor Carrie Steele, along with Esther
Satele-Ambrose, Blue Coble and Amanda
Snyder, ensure the pre-apprentices are
prepared to enter the apprenticeship
upon their return. The women received
intensive training including OSHA 10, heat
illness, first aid/CPR, fire watch, traffic
flagger and Subpart R. They were also
qualified in hand tools, 9-inch grinder, oxy/
fuel torch, SMAW process, tying knots,
measurement and layout. They received
basic ironworking skills and welding
to prepare them for their new careers.
Special thanks to Dick Zampa and Vicki
O’Leary for promoting and hosting the
event to increase membership with more
qualified women ironworkers.
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Women pre-apprenticeship training at
the University of Iron in Benicia, top
row - Thia Tomasich, Jaden Prall, Kristen
Panero, Chealse Michelini, Roxanne
Homewood, Nicolette Renner and Shelby
Ault; second row - Anastasiya Grishkevich,
Jennifer Gardner, Jaime Hibner, Patricia
Egan, Karisa Reyes, Catrina Koutrosand
Laura Doligosa; third row - Christine
Malick, KaShauna Watson, Jessica Boggs,
Alexandria Hajek and Sharon Anderson;
bottom row - Alegandra Zubiate, April
Butler, Lorna McKinney, Nearline Poston
and Rocio Hurtado.

Cheryl Wirkus, ironworker
safety director for Area Erectors.

C

heryl Wirkus is an 18-year member out of Local 8. She has bachelor’s
degree in occupational safety and health, an associate degree in
supervisory management and welding technology. She has certificates of
completion in project management, human resources, technical supervisor and safety director (through the Iron Workers Union/IMPACT). She also
carries the certification of safety trained supervisor in construction through
the Board of Certified Safety Professionals. Cheryl decided to get into the
safety field because she felt that the safety personnel she had encountered
on jobsites were not qualified right out of college. Cheryl stated, “I appreciate the fact that they went to college and earned a degree, however, they
do not know our jobs.” She is a firm believer that the best safety person for
the job is one that knows our jobs. Cheryl went one step further and said, “If
construction sites utilized safety reps from each trade, it would prove to be
very successful and it would provide a safer jobsite.”
In July 2016, the Ironworker Safety Director Training course kicked off in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. Cheryl attended that first course. The classes are led
by subject matter experts from across North America. She recalled “all of
the instructors offered their assistance, even after the course.” She found it
was also a great opportunity for networking and for sharing ideas with other
ironworker members across the U.S. and Canada.
Finding a job as a safety representative was not an easy task, but Cheryl
was up for the challenge. She had to sell her skills as an ironworker, as well
as that of a safety person. AREA Erectors hired Cheryl as an ironworker
safety representative. So far, the ironworkers have worked 34,000 manhours with no incidence or fatalities. She has found the ironworkers on the
job like the fact she is “one of them” and has earned their respect. She is also
well respected by the general contractor, Mortenson, and works closely with
their safety team.
Cheryl is not done yet. Her ultimate goal is to obtain the Certified Safety
Professional (CSP) designation and to work as an ironworker as a safety
professional in construction. She has four grown children and would welcome
the opportunity to use her education and ironworking experience to help union
members go home safely at the end of the day.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

continued

Canadian Ironworkers
Erect Safely in Extreme Winter Conditions

Rainy River project in Northwestern Ontario.

I

The project contemplates a 21,000 ton
per day processing rate from a combination of open pit, underground and
stockpiled ore.
The project is expected to produce
325,000 ounces of gold annually. ES
Fox Limited’s lump sum contract, with
New Gold Inc., managed through AMEC
Foster Wheeler, was for the supply and
erection of structural steel and miscellaneous metals for the new 6,000-ton
industrial building to house grinding and
processing operations. The contract
also included the module and rough
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ronworkers from Local 759 (Thunder
Bay, Ontario), Local 736 (Hamilton,
Ontario) and Local 721 (Toronto, Ontario),
working for ES Fox Limited on the
Rainy River project, worked more than
121,000 man-hours without incurring
any lost-time injuries. New Gold Inc. is
an intermediate gold producer with a
complementary portfolio of global assets
in the United States, Mexico, Australia
and Canada. The Rainy River project is
an advanced-stage gold project situated
approximately 65 kilometers northwest
of Fort Frances in Northwestern Ontario.
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equipment setting, which were erected
during the course of steel erection. In
addition, the contract also included the
cladding, roofing, metal deck and other
architectural accessories that were
subcontracted. ES Fox Limited, being a
multitrade company, also later secured
the mechanical contract for a portion of
the project.
The ironworkers were sourced out of
Local 759, Local 736 and Local 721 and the
average ironworker crew size was approximately 60. The site experienced extreme
winter conditions with many weeks lasting
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in the minus 30 to minus 40 degrees Celsius range. Despite the adverse weather
conditions, ironworkers persevered and
worked through the tough winter. Special
recognition to the union ironworkers working for ES Fox Limited, completing over
121, 000 man-hours without a lost-time
incident. The majority of the project management team were ironworkers, including
Area Manager Steve Matthews, Local
736; Site Construction Manager Gerry
Campbell, Local 736; Superintendent Brad
MacArthur, Local 721; and Superintendent
Richard Pearce, Local 721.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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IRONWORKER & CONTRACTOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Training in Vancouver, Canada
Date

Course

Nov. 13-17

Construction Contracting Business Fundamentals Academy Track 1: Establish Your Business: This course is
designed for current and future contractors who desire to develop fundamental business skills. Length: 5 days.
Instructors: IMPACT consultants

Registration opens soon - www.impact-net.org/forms/MeetingCalendar/
Dec. 5-7

Superintendent Training for Ironworkers – Level 2: Learn the roles and responsibilities of the superintendent
and how to manage project schedules, information, people, the jobsite and safety.

Participants must be sponsored by their employer or local union. To register, the sponsor must contact Elizabeth Harvey
at (202) 383-4877 or via email eharvey@iwintl.org

THE IRONWORKER

Winter Training Program in Henderson, NV
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Date

Course

Jan. 22-26

Construction Contracting Business Fundamentals Academy Track 1: Establish Your Business: This course is
designed for current and future contractors who desire to develop fundamental business skills. Length: 5 days.
Instructors: IMPACT consultants

Jan. 22-26

Advanced Layout and Total Station: Use drawings and apply principles of trigonometry and the Cartesian
coordinate system to program and operate a total station. Length: 5 days. Instructors: Jason Corder and
Leica representatives.

Jan. 22-24

Superintendent Training for Ironworkers – Level 2: Learn the roles and responsibilities of the superintendent
and how to manage project schedules, information, people, the jobsite and safety. Length: 3 days.
Instructors: Mike Relyin and Joe Werbeck

Jan. 22-23

Project Leadership and Project Management: This course focuses on how to provide both project leadership and
project management. Explore the differences between project witnesses and project leaders and how contractors can foster these behaviors within their project managers to build best-in-class performance. Length: 2 days.
Instructor: FMI

Jan. 24

Win More Work: Negotiating Strategies to Boost Market Share: Learn effective ways to negotiate with customers
to increase sales and opportunities that result in win-win situations for all involved. Length: 1 day. Instructor: FMI

Jan. 25-26

Improving Communication Skills: Learn communication techniques that will enhance communications skills
and improve communication among all parties. Length: 2 days. Instructor: FMI

Jan. 25

Bluebeam Revu Basics for Windows and iPads: Organize, markup, edit and track comments in a PDF drawing
set using a Windows computer or iPad. Manage documents using Studio Projects, collaborate in real time
using Studio Sessions, and learn how Revu can help you organize and manage documents. Length: 1 day.
Instructor: Bluebeam

Jan. 26

Measurements and Takeoffs Using Bluebeam Revu for Windows: Use Revu’s built-in measurement tools for
takeoffs. Learn how to export data for estimation and perform efficient takeoff workflows using new measurement
features in Revu eXtreme 2017. Participate in a demonstration of Steel Estimating Solutions’ Steel Erection
Bid Wizard. Length: 1 day. Instructor: Bluebeam

Registration opens soon - www.impact-net.org/forms/MeetingCalendar/

ORGANIZING NEWS

Creating a “Unity of Action”
Among Unrepresented Workers in Our Industry

West Coast district councils take hold of the organizing reins through strategic campaigns

R

ealizing the importance and necessity to fulfill our
forefathers’ vision to organize all unrepresented
workers in our industry, the California and Vicinity
and the Pacific Northwest District Councils are taking
a pioneering approach to organizing in the tough, yet
imperative fight, to grow our membership. Both district
councils are investing in resources, working together,
and finding new ways to lead numerous organizing
campaigns that are instrumental and successful in
growing union density and market share and increasing
work opportunities for our members on the West Coast
of the United States.

THE CALIFORNIA AND VICINITY DISTRICT
COUNCIL BRINGS A.C.E.S. ON THE ROAD

– General Vice President Donald Zampa

With an increasing interest in organizing activity by
the local unions and several campaigns in California,
General Vice President and District Council President
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“When I asked Dave Gornewicz, director of organizing if they could bring the ACES class to the West
Coast rather than send 20 of our organizers and representatives across the country, he didn’t hesitate to
say, “yes we can.” All the participants have expressed
that the A.C.E.S. class was a valuable experience.
Many organizers and representatives think picketing a job or bringing an inflatable rat to a jobsite is
an effective way to get the results they want, but the
A.C.E.S. class shows them a completely different way
to approach organizing and execute a strategic campaign that will have an impact.”

of the California and Vicinity Council Donald Zampa
saw a need for the representatives and organizers in his
area to learn and understand the benefits of strategic
campaigns to influence nonsignatory contractors. Having worked as an organizer and coordinator for multiple
organizing efforts, he believed in using the time-tested
and proven A.C.E.S. organizing method. Traditionally, the A.C.E.S. (Analyzing Construction Employers
Strategically) program was conducted by the Organizing Department at the Maritime Institute in Linthicum
Heights, Maryland. With growing organizing activities
in the council, Zampa realized it would be more efficient
and cost effective to host organizing training on the
West Coast rather than sending organizers and representatives in his council thousands of miles to Maryland
each year. That’s when he contacted Director of Organizing Dave Gornewicz and requested that the A.C.E.S.
program be instructed in California.
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Zampa and Steve Pendergrass, president of the Pacific
Northwest District Council, have assisted each other
with their campaigns, seeing the benefit of organizers from each council working together on efforts such
as house calling visits to unrepresented workers and
engaging in strategic actions involving nonsignatory
employers. It was natural for Zampa to invite Pendergrass to send organizers and interested representatives
to attend the A.C.E.S. training in California as well.
A.C.E.S. hit the road for the first time during the
week of April 10-14, 2017. It was held at the Hilton
Oakland Airport and attended by nearly 25 business
managers, agents and organizers from both district
councils. Assistant Director of Organizing Chris Rootes led the instruction team that consisted of Iron
Workers Union Organizing Department headquarters and regional staff. Zampa gave opening remarks,
showing strong support for, and stressing the importance of, organizing unrepresented ironworkers.
Participants were then kept busy with a fully packed,
weeklong schedule of presentations and hands-on
group activities geared to teach participants the
strategies applied in an A.C.E.S.-modeled campaign.
Activities included participants conducting research,
creating campaign materials such as leaflets, and participating in challenging scenarios of house visits to
unrepresented workers.
Business managers, agents and organizers worked
in teams assigned to real organizing campaigns currently active in both district councils. Local leadership
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like Business Manager Michael Silvey of Local 433
(Los Angeles) and Business Agent Shane Nehls of Local
29 (Portland, Wash.) researched active campaigns and
created campaign materials, such as leaflets, fact sheet
and an appeal for justice, right alongside the organizers.
One of the favorite activities for all participants was the
house visiting scenarios, which was engaging and fun,
but left everyone with a deeper understanding of the
difficulties this organizing responsibility represents.
Participants cheered and applauded each other as they
received certificates for successfully completing the program. The instruction team gives credit to all participants
for enthusiastically participating in the program, which
made it a success for all involved. General Organizer
Mike Martin, who has instructed A.C.E.S. for many years,
commented that the group was one of the most engaged
and interested he has had the chance to work with.
Campaigns usually have a team of organizers and a
researcher working on them day in and day out. One of
the benefits of A.C.E.S. is allowing for a new “set of eyes”
from the participants, and challenges them to come up
with new and fresh ideas, tactics, and strategies that can
then be implemented into active campaigns and utilized
by the organizers who regularly work on them. Perhaps
the greatest benefit of the program is it brings together
business managers, agents and organizers from different
local unions to tackle real-life, complex problems facing our union. It creates an appreciation for the different
roles and responsibilities each of us have in growing and
maintaining our membership.
The Organizing Department would like to thank
Vice President Zampa for hosting the first ever regional
A.C.E.S. class. The class served not only as training for
organizers in A.C.E.S modeled campaigns, but to train
additional A.C.E.S. instructors within the region as
well, meaning both participating district councils will
have the ability to expand their regional A.C.E.S. program, including more accessible, lower cost trainings for
future organizers and local union leadership. The Organizing Department looks forward to the opportunity
to work with other district councils and regions as the
regional A.C.E.S. program continues to expand.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST ORGANIZER’S
SUMMIT IS ANOTHER
SUCCESSFUL “FIRST”
“In the first week of May 2017, the Pacific Northwest
District Council hosted an organizer’s summit. The
two-day workshop was a huge success and we plan to
host this event every year into the future. It was beneficial to have the organizers from the local unions,
district council, international and the apprenticeship
coordinators concentrate their efforts on organizing
activities in the Pacific Northwest.”
– Steve Pendergrass, president,
Iron Workers District Council of the Pacific Northwest

The peaks of the Cascades weren’t the only summits
near Cle Elum, Washington this May. It was also the site
of the apprentice coordinator and organizer’s summit of
the Iron Workers District Council of the Pacific Northwest. The summit was held from May 1–3, 2017 at The
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Lodge at Suncadia in Cle Elum. The district council continues to experience a high volume of organizing activity
and an increasing number of strategic campaigns aimed
at bringing a collective bargaining agreement and voice
in the workplace to the workers of unscrupulous nonsignatory contractors in the Pacific Northwest. This
prompted District Council President Steve Pendergrass
to bring together the organizers and coordinators within
the council. The group shared ideas, heard presentations
by guest speakers, and participated in strategic meetings
and team building activities. The goal of the summit
was to strengthen the relationships between the regions
team members and increase the skill and knowledge of
those on the front lines of organizing efforts.
The summit began with a strategic planning meeting led by Pendergrass to discuss and strategize on an
industrywide reinforcing campaign that Local 86 (Seattle), the district council, and the Iron Workers Union
Organizing Department are spearheading in the Seattle-metropolitan area to bring justice to the jobsites of
nearly 100 unrepresented rodbusters.
Throughout the following days, the nearly 20 organizers and coordinators working within the council
heard from guest speakers such as Doug Kilgore,
executive director of the Northwest Worker Owner
Council, who talked about the history of organizing in
the Cle Elum area. Legal counsel for the district council, Laura Ewan, discussed the relevancy and stressed
the great necessity for the Iron Workers Union to organize unpresented workers in the Trump era. Director
of Organizing Dave Gornewicz presented on the status
of membership in the skilled trades, including the Iron
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Workers Union, and provided attendees with updates
on the Organizing Department. District council and
Organizing Department staff provided an overview
on campaign research and resources and explained
the strategic A.C.E.S. model of organizing for the new
organizers and coordinators in attendance. The council has been a leading example of General President
Eric Dean’s vision for all locals and district councils
to become actively involved in organizing unrepresented ironworkers within their areas. Each organizer
and coordinator provided a report on the activities and
campaigns in which they are involved.
The summit concluded with a moving presentation
by labor educator Mark McDermott on the importance
of organizations like the Iron Workers Union leading
the fight for justice, not only in the workplace, but in
their communities as well.
The Iron Workers Union hosts an organizer’s summit each fall to engage and train organizers from every
region. This is the first time that a district council has
held its own organizer’s summit. Everyone in attendance
agreed the event was beneficial and inspiring. With the
event’s apparent success, District Council President
Pendergrass’ support and with increased organizing
efforts in the region showing no sign of slowing down,
it’s safe to say that a second Pacific Northwest summit
may be coming to town.
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Organizing is essential to organized labor’s
survival and was the genesis of our union.
Organizers take their jobs very seriously
and work long and irregular hours to
empower exploited, unrepresented workers to unify and take action. As illustrated
in previous editions of Organizing News,
most unrepresented workers are anxious
to be a part of our organization and eventually receive the same working conditions,
wages and benefits our members enjoy.
Being an organizer is a difficult responsibility, though, and would be nearly impossible
to perform without support from local
union and district council leadership.
District Council Presidents Zampa and
Pendergrass exemplify the leadership
essential to organizing success. For this,
we commend Vice President Zampa and
District Council President Pendergrass and
all the other leadership who are growing
our union by taking hold of the reins and
supporting organizing campaigns.

Ironworker Safety Directors
Revolutionizing Safety
Management on the Jobsite

A

nother batch of ironworkers completed the Ironworker Safety Director course (IWSTDC), a
30-hour training designed to teach new skill sets for
managing comprehensive company safety and health
programs, in Toronto, May 3–4.
As part of the Zero Incident Campaign, commissioned by the General President Eric Dean, the Safety
and Health Department developed the Ironworker
Safety Director Training course to address incident
trends and improve the standard of safety performance.
It was developed in response to contractors, owners, and
safety consulting firms expressing interest in employing ironworkers who have hands-on experience and are
qualified to manage safety duties and responsibilities as
a company safety director. Safety has always been a priority for the organization and the IWSTDC is one of its
latest and most popular safety initiatives.

As part of the Zero Incident
Campaign, commissioned
by the General President
Eric Dean, the Safety and
Health Department developed
the Ironworker Safety
Director Training course
(IWSTDC) to address incident
trends and improve
the standard of
safety performance.

Changing the Culture
Addressing participants to kick off training, General
President Dean said, “safety is everyone’s job. We want
every ironworker to go home safe and unscathed every
day. We think it’s a realistic expectation and that’s why
I expanded our Zero Fatality campaign to Zero Injury
campaign. I can’t think of a better way to do it than ironworkers looking after ironworkers.”
Safety is indeed everyone’s job. The only way to effectively enforce safety regulations is to make it a part of
the culture where everyone feels invested. Policies and
procedures are an absolute must, but it is not enough
to make sure that everyone goes home safe. There must
be a compelling reason to make workers want to follow
safety regulations. Culture drives home what policies
and procedures prescribe.
The traditional way of managing safety on the jobsite,
where a steward from a regulatory body oversaw safety,
creates a culture of mistrust and made workers feel as
though they are being policed and subjected to scrutiny.
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The course focuses on routine safety responsibilities
that are set forth by federal, state or provincial, local
and contractual standards. Participants learn about the
responsibilities of a safety director from subject matter
experts and experienced ironworker safety directors.
The course is funded by the Ironworker Management

Progressive Action Cooperative Trust (IMPACT).
IMPACT is committed to achieving zero fatalities
through training, education and raising awareness
about the deadly dozen activities.
Safety guidelines and standards are not only necessary to prevent fatalities and injuries, but it is the key to
staying competitive in the construction industry.
End users and contractors find the course extremely
valuable in terms of preventing injuries and fatalities on the
jobsite and reducing costly delays. “When it comes to jobsite safety management, we find that the Ironworker Safety
Director course is invaluable,” said Chris Fought from
General Motors. “One of the program’s first graduates is
the safety director on one of our projects and the results
are phenomenal.” He also expressed satisfaction with the
pilot program General Motors launched in collaboration
with Ben Hur Construction and the Iron Workers Union.
“Ironworker Safety Director course is a godsend,”
said President of Red Cedar Steel Pete Hayes at the
roundtable meeting. “It really makes a difference to have
an ironworker managing their own safety.”
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“Having ironworkers from the trade with field experience give them more credibility,” said Penelope (Penny)
Estey, a participant ironworker woman from Local 700
(Windsor, Ontario). “Safety guys didn’t understand all
aspects of our trade; they were the ‘enemies.’ That mentality is still there, but it’s changing.” Penny had attended
the IWSTDC offered in Ann Arbor, Michigan, last year,
but wanted to attend the course offered in Canada again
because she wanted to see how the course was translated
for Canadian safety standards and regulations. Penny
further mentioned the IWSTDC covered all aspects of
the trade and prepared her to be well-rounded in safety.
The old culture of viewing safety professionals as “the
enemy” is changing and the ironworker safety directors
are driving that necessary cultural change.

Safety is indeed everyone’s job.
The only way to effectively
enforce safety regulations
is to make it a part of
the culture where everyone
feels invested.
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Bridging the Gap
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Ironworkers make the best safety directors as they have
hands-on experience in doing the work they manage
and have an intimate understanding of the hazards. It
allows them to combine their work experience with new
safety skills. “Who better to take care of safety than an
ironworker?” said IW Executive Director of Safety and
Health Steve Rank. “They know the job and they know
the dangers and we have them bridge that gap between
safety and the workers.” Many course graduates have
become successful company safety directors across the
United States and Canada.
It takes additional training and new skill sets to assume
the role of a corporate safety director and manage safety
programs for several projects. There are many safety

measures that must be routinely implemented to help
recognize and prevent workplace hazards. The course
focuses on routine safety responsibilities that are set
forth by federal, state or provincial, local and contractual
standards. Participants learn about the responsibilities of
a safety director from nine subject matter experts and
experienced ironworker safety directors.

Ironworkers Leading Ironworkers
What makes ironworker safety directors so special is the
fact that they “walked the walk”—they have been there
and done it just like the ironworkers they lead.
“Having the opportunity to be an ironworker safety
director and overseeing safety is a huge responsibility
that I take very seriously,” Dave Otey, a 30-year ironworker veteran, IWSTDC instructor and the regional
safety manager with Rebar International, Inc. “To have
the opportunity to apply 30 years of experience, all those
best practices I learned over the years and knowledge
as an ironworker safety director and ironworker safety
director instructor, is just incredible.”
Dave Otey was the first ironworker safety director to
be appointed to manage a company safety program at
Fontana Steel 20 years ago. There was virtually no safety
standards or training back in the day. Dave took a long
break to recover from an injury after the Northridge
earthquake in 1994 and decided to obtain his master’s
degree. During his five-year break, he received a call
from the end users asking him to serve as the company
safety director for Fontana Steel. Dave later helped the
Iron Workers Union Safety Department to launch the
Ironworker Safety Director course. Realizing the value
of training ironworkers to manage their own safety, the
Iron Workers Union started on the revolutionary path
to change the way safety is managed on the jobsite.
“It’s ironworkers leading ironworkers; ironworkers
know ironworkers and they respect each other,” added
Dave Otey. “The most important thing about leading is
to be able to walk alongside with those you lead; the best
leaders do that and that’s what we do.”
The IWSTDC is now in its second year and has
been a tremendous success, placing highly skilled

ironworkers in company safety director positions
across the nation. The Iron Workers Union is working to achieve the same in Canada.

“It’s ironworkers leading
ironworkers; ironworkers
know ironworkers and they
respect each other,” added
Dave Otey. “The most
important thing about leading
is to be able to walk
alongside with those you lead;
the best leaders do that and
that’s what we do.”
Making a Difference

Learning to Do It Right
Development of Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) & Site
Safety Plans class covered everything from site-specific
erection plans, pretest safety assessment to unsafe work
practices, horizontal lifeline systems, fall protection
issues, sequencing and column anchorage.
“A proper JHA is one of the most important tools in
an ironworker’s toolbox,” said Herb Strong the IWSTDC
instructor from Haztek Safety Management. “JHAs
help plan the day and identify tasks that need to be performed, the hazards associated and things we can do to
prevent accidents.”
Class group exercises included developing a proper
site-specific JHA for decking operations. Decking is one
of the most dangerous tasks an ironworker performs.
Jim Kegebein shared interesting facts to drive
home important points about health issues and exposures on the jobsite in his class Evaluating Workplace
Health Issues & Exposures. He used examples of perfectly harmless or even healthy substances—such as
10 to 20 pounds of spinach and rhubarb, 6 to 10 gallons of water or 100 cups of coffee can be dangerous
in the wrong dose—to explain the fact that exposure
to hazardous material depends on the amount, length
of exposure, concentration, individual susceptibility
and character of the substance. Kegebein educated
the participants on basic industrial hygiene concepts; physical, chemical, ergo and biological hazards;
evaluation and data collection; control implementation; and more.
Jim Hutter from 3M informed the participants about
fall protection systems (active and passive) and calculations of basic lifeline systems. Based on new concepts
that are increasing productivity and reducing fallrelated injuries and deaths, Hutter’s class is a must for
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The IWSTDC is a three-day course, where classes are
offered on a concurrent and recurrent basis each day
to give the participants the opportunity to attend
all nine classes. Reinforcing Steel Primary Hazards
and Industry Best Practices was one of the first and
most energetic classes of the course where ironworker
instructor and Ironworker Safety Director Dave Otey’s
passion and energy permeated through the classroom, energizing and engaging the participants. Otey
walked the participants through bid document review
for safety requirements, contract safety requirements,
project insurance arrangements, site-specific safety
plans, activity hazard analysis, safety training and
certifications, injury and illness prevention and daily
inspections. He made the very technical subject matter
palatable and digestible with his passion and energy.
“You are here because you want to make a difference,” said Otey. He used the example of an ironworker
in the classroom who had helped in post-disaster relief
efforts in the aftermath of 9/11 in New York City to

illustrate his point. Bert (Oliver) Montour from Local
711 (Kahnawake, Quebec) told the class the story of his
heroic effort to clean up at ground zero.
Otey concluded his class with an inspirational quote:
“Success is never final, failure is never fatal. It’s courage
that counts.”
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those who design the fall protection systems and those
who are at risk of falls everyday like the ironworkers.
Jim has been a fall protection training specialist with
Capital Safety of 3M for over 15 years. The knowledge
he shared with the class was critical as falls are the leading cause of fatalities and injuries, and improper and
inadequate fall protection is the most cited violation in
the construction industry. Most falls are preventable
with fall protection gear.
Hutter walked the class through fall protection standards, misconceptions, horizontal lifelines, suspension
trauma and fall protection for tools. Participants learned
about fall arrest conditions, fall arrest systems, fall considerations, fall clearance and clearance requirements,
anchorage, self-retracing devices, new ANSI sharp edge
requirements, horizontal lifelines, foot level-off and
dropped objects and more.
Director of Safety & Health Steve Rank explained
the importance of having an ironworker who understands trials and tribulations of fellow ironworkers
in the field with hands-on experience as opposed to
a safety officer who has never “eaten out of a lunch
box on the jobsite.” “I don’t question their hearts, but
I question their understanding,” said Rank about the
safety officers without ironworking experience. Steve
Rank’s Steel Erection, Safety and Regulatory Issues
class covered a range of important subjects such as
Canadian provincial safety and health regulations,
project owner contract safety requirements, general
contractor safety requirements, local or municipal
safety ordinances, steel erection safety plan, contract
safety requirements, project verification of federal and
state OSHA, MSHA and Corps of Engineers jurisdiction, implementation of steel erection standards,
utilizing key controlling contractor requirements,
steel fabrication requirements for columns and beams
and identifying hazards and safe practices during steel
erection activities.
Classes offered in Toronto were customized for
Canada, except for those covering general safety topics

applicable to both the American and Canadian ironworking industry. Whiney Allen from the Canadian
Occupational Health & Safety informed participants on
Canadian safety standards and OHS regulations.

Leading the Industry
“We are training for the future,” said Oliver Montour,
an ironworker participant from Local 771 (Regina,
Saskatchewan). “We are increasing the market share
through training and education and by taking care of
safety ourselves.” Montour is a fourth-generation ironworker whose grandfather was killed and father was
injured on the job. He said he understands the importance of developing a culture of safety and striving for
higher safety standards. Montour started his journey as
an ironworker 20 years ago when safety standards didn’t
exist. “I believe in safety the way we do it today,” said
Montour. “Safety programs implemented on the jobsite
benefit everyone—owners, contractors and ironworkers. It only makes us stronger.”
“It definitively bridges the gap,” said Wayne Worrall
from Local 771. “It’s better than some outsider imposing
rule on ironworkers. When ironworkers are looking out
for each other, it creates a culture of safety where everyone feels invested.”
“We are leading the industry in safety,” said Worrall. “On the jobsite, guys from other trades come to us
with safety needs and questions; they ask us for safety
training.” Worrall is a second-generation ironworker
with 19 years of experience under his belt. He further
stated that the IWSTDC exceeded his expectations in
terms of preparing him to manage a comprehensive
company safety program.
The Iron Workers Union has revolutionized the way
safety is managed on the jobsite with the concept of
having ironworkers manage ironworkers’ safety. It’s creating a culture of safety on the jobsite.
Due to popular demand, additional courses are scheduled in Philadelphia and Wixom, Michigan, this year.

*Sara Schuttloffel of IMPACT reporting from Toronto, Ontario.

SAFETY & HEALTH DEPARTMENT REPORT
Steve Rank

Clearing Up Hoisting Hooks –
Prevent Rigging Incidents

T

he process of hoisting and rigging any structural
members, reinforcing steel or other common
materials presents hazards that must be avoided to
prevent serious incidents. The Iron Workers Union
“2017 ZERO Incident” campaign commissioned
by General President Eric Dean includes materialhandling incidents, one of the deadly dozen hazards
our members face in the shop and field. One of the
deadly dozen hazards needing to be recognized
pertains to clearing up the hooks while hoisting
the load, lowering the load and releasing the load
after the structural member has been set into final
position. Turning your back on any rigging equipment during these common erection processes can
result in either an ironworker getting snagged by
the hooks or structural member getting snagged by
the hooks. In either case, it is the qualified riggers’
responsibility to ensure eye hoisting hooks, shakeout hooks (sorting hooks) or any other equipment
is cleared up.

One of the deadly dozen
hazards needing to be
recognized pertains to
clearing up the hooks while
hoisting the load, lowering
the load and releasing the
load after the structural
member has been set
into final position.

• 1926.761(c)(1)(i)
The nature of the hazards associated
with multiple lifts; and

• 1926.761(c)(1)(ii)
The proper procedures and equipment to perform
multiple lifts required by §1926.753(e).

Clearing up hooks
while lowering
multiple lifts.

Just as qualified riggers need
to clear up hooks while hoisting multiple lifts, it is equally
important for connectors to
clear up the hooks as the beams
are being lowered into position.
The hooks can easily snag the
ironworker’s safety harness or
clothing, or the beam flanges
as the load is being lowered.
Unfortunately, this has been the
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The multiple lift rigging procedure is only one of
many situations when eye hoisting hooks must be
cleared up. When performing the multiple lift rigging procedure and using various types of rigging
assemblies to perform the procedure, the hook-on
crew must work together to keep the hooks from

snagging adjacent beams. The
ironworkers in the illustration
show the proper technique
and safe practice of working
together to clear up hooks
from the bull tails to avoid serious material-handling accidents. One of the specific OSHA Subpart R
Steel Erection standards pertaining to rigging states, “all loads
shall be rigged by a qualified rigger.” Clearing up the eye hoisting
hooks are no exception. When
ironworkers perform the multiple lift rigging procedure, there
are special training requirements
Clearing up hooks
while hoisting
addressing the recognition of
multiple lifts.
hazards, including the practice of
clearing up the hooks and rigging equipment. The
following are two OSHA requirements contained in
the Subpart R—Steel Erection standard that require
special training for our members when performing
this rigging procedure.
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primary causation factor in serious incidents. The
connector in the previous illustration is safely
lowering the load and ensuring the hooks do not
contact himself or the beams. Training is the
keystone of our organization and the Ironworkers National Training Fund, under the direction
of Executive Director Lee Worley, has developed
a nationally recognized qualified rigger program
and is working on the development of the rigger certification program. Many project owners
and contractors rely on our members completing these courses and want to verify that training
is documented on the Apprenticeship Tracking
System (ATS).

Just as qualified riggers
need to clear up hooks
while hoisting multiple lifts,
it is equally important for
connectors to clear up the
hooks as the beams are
being lowered into position.

Many project owners
and contractors rely on
our members completing
these courses and want
to verify that training
is documented on the
Apprenticeship Tracking
System (ATS).
In the illustration to the left,
the ironworker safely clears
up the eye hoisting hook after
releasing the sling from the
hoist line. This may seem to
be an elementary safety topic
to some, however, we regret
several serious incidents have
occurred when the hooks were
Clearing up hooks after
releasing the load.
not cleared up. Our members
are rigging thousands of loads every day and each
one requires them to clear up the eye hoisting hooks.
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Iron Workers Union Training Improvements

I

aging technology like chalkboards. These whiteboards
connect directly to the internet, which allow the students to
fact check the instructor using
their smartphones pretty much instantaneously. I am
witnessing firsthand many of our training programs
are also updating their shops and hands-on training
equipment as well. Older, outdated welding machines
are being replaced with multiprocess inverters. These
machines are the same type our members will be
using on the jobsite. They allow our programs to go
beyond teaching just SMAW. They offer the opportunity to teach our ironworker welders to qualify using
processes like FCAW, FCAW-G and GTAW. We offer
many pre-qualified procedures in these processes in
the Ironworkers/AWS welding program. Up-to-date
training programs are also being equipped with the
hands-on training mock-ups needed for our members
to learn all facets of the ironworker industry.
I remember my apprenticeship class graduating
and finally receiving my green journeyman card. My
graduating class naively thought we knew all there
was to know about ironworking, and our next accomplishment was to simply get a company truck and
start running work. The last thing on our mind was
returning to the local’s training center for upgrade
training. However, most of our members realize if
they want to be competitive in the job market, they
must get additional training and stay current with the
ever-evolving work trends. Every year, thousands of
ironworkers come back for journeyman upgrading
classes to do just that. While I always enjoy hearing
about the continued improvements of the training that
the ironworkers deliver across Canada and the United
States, I realize it is not only the work of the staff at
headquarters, but it also includes the countless hours
put in by training coordinators, instructors and our
membership to continually seek and demand the best
possible training for our members. It is this commitment to training that makes me proud and honored to
represent our organization as your training director.

AUGUST 2017

’m often in meetings throughout the United
States and Canada with industry stakeholders,
contractor representatives, government officials,
ironworker business managers and district council
presidents. During these meetings, conversations
persistently lead to how ironworkers’ training has
vastly improved over the years and continues to
advance to meet the industry needs.
From my own experience teaching apprentices,
the professional development training I received as
a new instructor prepared me to transition from an
ironworker in the field to a qualified trainer in the
classroom. Our instructors today receive first-class
training every year at the annual instructors’ seminar
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. There are seven professional
development courses, which are required for all new
instructors. Topics include the basics of managing
a classroom and drafting illustrated presentations,
instructional planning, technical demonstrations
and other important subjects related to conducting a professional classroom. Other classes taught at
the conference include trainer classes for every topic
taught in the ironworkers’ curriculum. In addition,
train-the-trainer development courses are also offered
at the regional training centers throughout the year.
Outside entities are always impressed with our
current training manuals. These manuals are continuously revised to reflect changes in the industry
and technology. In the near future, all our training
manuals will be offered through an online learning
system. Having our manuals and training available
online will make our training materials available
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Instructors will
be able to assign homework and tests online. The
homework and tests will be graded automatically,
and the instructor will receive feedback on all
graded assignments. This will allow the instructor
to see where students are having trouble and adjust
valuable classroom time to address training areas
where students need additional training.
Many of our updated training programs are implementing interactive whiteboards as opposed to using
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CANADIAN DEPARTMENT REPORT

Darrell LaBoucan

CANADIAN DEPARTMENT MEETINGS
AND CONFERENCE ACITIVITIES

C

anada’s Building Trades
Unions (CBTU) Canadian Legislative Conference
was held in Ottawa, Ontario
this past May. The Canadian
Department would like to thank General President
Eric Dean and Political and Legislative Director
Ross Templeton, who made the trip to our nation’s
capital to join the Iron Workers Union’s local union
leadership and delegates at this year’s Canadian
Legislative Conference.
The IW’s Canadian Tri-Council and IMPACT
RAB Labour/Management Conference took place
in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario where over 200
attendees including owners, contractors, delegates,
local union leadership, training coordinators, organizers and guests participated in panel sessions and
presentations related to our industry.

into Hydro Dam construction, as is Newfoundland
in their northern regions, and both are into a second
year of construction.
There is also significant federal government infrastructure investment across the country planned
over the next 10 years.
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Construction has been a leading source of employment growth in Canada for more than a decade.
Rising construction requirements driven by an
extended resource expansion, alongside steady
population growth and significant infrastructure
investments, added half a million construction jobs
over the past 15 years. The pace of growth slowed
after 2014, as a sharp decline in the price of oil and
other commodities slowed resource development
expansion, canceling or delaying plans for numerous
oil and gas and mining sector projects. In Alberta
and other provinces, significant job losses followed,
initially concentrated in the oil sands, but quickly
spreading across markets as overall economic conditions weakened. As major projects in western
Canada ended or were delayed, workers returned
to their home provinces, increasing levels of unemployment in some cases.
The construction outlook is fair to medium with
the provinces of Newfoundland, Ontario, Manitoba
and British Columbia having projects in the queue
to start in 2019 or 2020. Manitoba is currently well

NATIONAL MAINTENANCE OUTLOOK
Maintenance work (heavy industrial) is on a
steady but moderate increase, mostly in the oil and
gas sector. The General Presidents’ Maintenance
Committee for Canada (GPMC) is projecting the
building trades to generate 20 million hours plus

to be worked in the short and long-term maintenance sectors in 2017.
Ironworkers will expect to work an estimated
600,000 hours in maintenance this year.

NATIONAL IRONWORKERS/
CONTRACTOR HOURS COMPARISON

2014
22,885,775
2015
20,392,000
2016
16,308,000

The Iron Workers Union arranged a meeting on
with the country’s Finance Minister Bill Morneau,
which took place April 13. Topics of discussion
included infrastructure investment and training
and apprenticeship funding.
General President Dean accompanied local
union leadership for the unveiling of the CBTU’s
Construction Workers Monument during the legislative conference. This monument, which is a gift to
all Canadians from the building and construction
trades, celebrates, honours and represents all the
Canadian building tradesmen and tradeswomen,
from the past, present and future, who construct
the world around us. The Canadian Building Trades
Monument is located just east of Parliament Hill,
in Major’s Hill Park, near the Parliament grounds
in Ottawa, the nation’s capital. For more information, please visit canadianbuildingtradesmonument.
ca/overview/.

CANADA’S ECONOMY 2017
The overall view of the economy was sluggish at a 1.2
percent GDP for 2016, blamed on falling commodity
prices and pull back from investment. The chief culprit was the decline in crude oil. With crude prices
appearing to stabilize, growth could reach 2 percent
in the last two quarters of 2017.
The weaker Canadian dollar has had a positive
spin with the exporting manufacturers and the
tourist industry; however, it will in no way compensate for the decline in economic activity tied to
natural resources.

POLITICAL ACTION

Competency management is a better method to
assure employers of our members that their workforce can do the tasks they are assigned. The creation
of a software tracking system entitled, MODOS,
takes monitoring and tracking of competencies of
individual members to a new level. Competence is
associated with safety and quality production. As
firms compete to build Canada’s new infrastructure,
a competency approach to develop and deploy union
members, including apprentices, has the potential to
give unionized employers a competitive edge. For
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Provincially, the Conservative Party has made inroads
into three provinces, which have labour friendly governments in place for a decade; with them, they have
brought anti-union policies and legislation.
Federally, we are in our second year of a labour
friendly government with the Liberal Party of Canada, who has brought the building trades to the table
as a partner.

Ironworkers Management Progressive
Action Cooperative Trust (IMPACT)
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further IMPACT training opportunities go to the
IMPACT website, impact-net.org.
The Western Canada Business Development
initiative has been launched and will provide
direct services to our contractor and fabricator
companies in winning more work. The business
development goal will be to create networking
opportunities to assist the Iron Workers Union
in pursuing growth and expansion and ultimate
placement of contractors/fabricators in new and
existing markets.
The Iron Worker Safety Director course
(IWSTDC), a 30-hour training designed to teach
new skill sets for managing comprehensive company
safety and health programs, was held in Toronto
from May 3–5, 2017. This training was developed in
response to contractors, owners and safety consulting
firms expressing interest in employing ironworkers
who have hands-on experience and are qualified to
manage safety duties and responsibilities as a company safety director.

THE IRONWORKER

OFFSHORE – DUMPED FABRICATED
INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS
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In support of our union fabricators, who are affiliated with the CISC (Canadian Institute of Steel
Construction), and our shop members, a claim was
filed as of Sept. 12, 2016 with the Canadian Border
Services Agency (CBSA), who initiated an investigation into dumped fabricated industrial steel
components (FISC) from countries such as China
and South Korea.
With respect to the effect on jobs, we have developed a very strong theme that the lost jobs are not
only evidence of injury, but also evidence of threat
of injury as job losses threaten the viability of the
industry going forward. The evidence provided
by the Iron Workers Union very much complimented the evidence provided by the domestic
producers. Everyone agrees having a strong and
stable labour force is key to the long-term viability of the industry and job losses not only have an

immediate negative effect on our shop members,
but also on future jobs. In short, we need to maintain a trained and skilled labour force, which is
being undermined by dumped, offshore fabricated
structural steel.

ORGANIZING ACTIVITIES
The country’s district councils and international
organizing teams continue to be one of our most
valued assets. Through lessons learned, we have
seen the need to put more emphasis on educating
the shop and field memberships in the importance
of growing the Iron Workers Union’s contractor and
membership base.
With the assistance of our district councils and
local unions, a series of C.O.M.E.T. and salting
courses have been scheduled at various local union
locations over the next several months.
Social media can play an important role in successful organizing campaigns; it can also be our
weakness. A ‘Standard of Excellence’ of sort, on the
“do’s and don’ts” of social media use in campaigns
would be helpful.
Our organizers’ panel session, which took place at
the recent tri-council meetings, gave our organizing
teams an opportunity to share valuable organizing
strategies in the various provincial jurisdictions.
Commercial, institutional and infrastructure
work, which has been overshadowed by the industrial resource boom in certain areas has suddenly
become an important market share.
I’m happy to report that the organizing light is
now on in all provinces in respect to organizing
where there are active shop and field campaigns
on the go.
The metal building sector continues to be another
opportunity to organize.
The Canadian Department would like to take
this opportunity to thank all the affiliated local
unions and the members for their continued support and for what they do every day to strengthen
our organization.

MONTHLY REPORT OF LIFE TIME MEMBERS
Lifetime Honorary members are published in the magazine according to the application approval date. Members previously classified as Old Age
or Disability Pensioners that were converted to Lifetime Honorary membership effective January 1, 2007, will not be reprinted in the magazine.
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LOCAL

NAME

LOCAL

NAME

LOCAL

NAME

1

JARMUZ, LEONARD

167

FREDERICK, DANNY R

512

JOHNSON, RICHARD L

5

STANTON, KENNY

229

MARI, JOHN M

512

SMITH, LARRY J

5

WLOCZEWSKI, ROBERT

272

MEECH, LARRY H

512

WITTLIEF, RICHARD A

8

MURPHY, MIKE

361

NEFF, ROBERT P

549

CORLEY, JESSE L

10

BERVE, CHARLES L

361

SANTORO, MICHAEL

549

DEAN, RANDY A

11

MELL, DANIEL L

377

CARTER, DENNIS W

568

WALKER, DAVID I

22

RAY, DWAYNE O

378

EDENFIELD, WILLIAM A

704

TRIMBY, CHARLES M

25

GUTZMAN, JAMES F

378

GUINUP, CHARLES C

721

BRISSON, RAYMOND

25

LYNCH, CHARLES M

384

WATTENBARGER, LARRY S

725

UNRAU, ALVIN G

25

WALDO, LAWRENCE R

395

EATON, JERRY L

736

DACIW, GERALD

28

HARMON, ROBERT L

401

WALLIN, FRANCIS

736

DAVIS, THEODORE L

75

COLLETTO, MICHAEL A

424

SCHAEFER, LEE W

736

DONOVAN, MICHAEL

84

SPENCER, GLENN A

451

LYNCH, JOHN M

787

RUSSELL, JOE H

118

MADDOX, REX S

512

CHAPUT, JOE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
JOSH DALLMAN Promoted
to District Representative

CHAD RINK Promoted
to General Organizer
District Representative Chad Rink
was promoted to general
organizer, effective June 1, 2017.

Josh Dallman started working at
PDM Bridge, a signatory shop,
in January 2007. In March 2007,
he joined Local 811 (Wausau,
Wis.). In February 2012, he was
appointed recording secretary of Local 811. He was
elected district council delegate for Local 811. In
June 2013, Josh was elected as the sergeant of arms
for the North Central States District Council. In July
2014, he was hired by Colin Millard as an organizer for
the North Central States District Council. Josh was
appointed as field representative Feb. 1, 2015.

Chad Rink is a third-generation
ironworker, who began his career
in 1994 in Local 207 (Youngstown,
Ohio). After graduating from the
apprenticeship in 1999, Chad
worked in the field in various positions and eventually
transferred into Local 3 (Pittsburgh). In 2007, Chad was
hired as an organizer, working for the District Council
of Northern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and Northern
West Virginia. Chad Rink was appointed special
representative, effective Feb. 1, 2015 and district
representative, effective Nov. 2 , 2015.
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Josh Dallman was promoted to
district representative, effective
June 1, 2017.
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R ECOR D
APPROVED DEATH CLAIMS FOR MAY 2017
L.U.
NO.

MEMBER
NUMBER

NAME

CLAIM
NUMBER

AMOUNT

L.U.
NO.

MEMBER
NUMBER

NAME

CLAIM
NUMBER

AMOUNT

1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
5
5S
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
17
17
17
22
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
44
44
46
46
48
63
63
70
70
75
86
86
86
89
97
97

591102
637636
665104
796000
705338
383835
325478
695145
391720
837727
584034
417437
1079380
1017307
840186
543520
875143
1080210
728714
1055172
709415
385268
696779
865306
607427
810267
916408
598552
730878
587167
858216
499031
596505
766425
341700
261070
853513
562899
713845
1379883
596188
754712
848669
794682
1485292
1442013
622900

CONWAY, JOHN J.
DOOGAN, DENIS
EADS, JAMES K.
MUCHA, RICHARD J.
RATH, FRANK H.
ANDERSON, THOMAS P.
CHECCO, JAMES
HALLAS, LLOYD A.
MARSILI, VINCENT J.
MEYER, DENNIS L.
SANCHEZ, JOSEPH R.
SEBASTIANO, VINCENT
HOPKINS, ALONZO
KELLY, MICHAEL C.
MONIAK, DONALD V.
ORAM, JACK E.
PHILLIPS, ROBERT S.
PIZZANO, RAYMOND P.
SONCRANT, RICHARD C.
CARLSON, RICHARD W.
FREDMONSKY, GEORGE P.
HENDERSON, CHARLES R.
LYONS, JAMES H.
CORNWELL, CARROLL V.
ALARID, JOE A.
CHRISJOHN, WILLARD
HOLMAN, JACK
KULIK, JOSEPH F.
LORENCE, ROBERT P.
PROCTOR, DARRELL K.
ROCHESTER, WILSON J.
BOEDDEKER, ROBERT A.
HARLOW, GEORGE W.
RADER, KENNETH R.
RIEMER, PAUL K.
BENEDIX, CONRAD O.
KNAPEREK, JAMES J.
PTACEK, ARTHUR V.
AGENT, ROBERT V.
STINSON, NORMAN R.
CRONIN, FLOYD B.
MC ALLISTER, RICHARD A.
RUTH, DUANE C.
VIERS, LUIS R.
NELSON, JACOB
CODRON, NATHAN
MARUSIAK, WALTER G.

108866
108867
108868
108869
108790
108791
108870
108792
108871
108793
108830
108794
108795
108831
108832
108833
108834
108835
108836
108872
108873
108874
108875
108837
108876
108838
108839
108840
108841
108842
108843
108877
108844
108878
108796
108879
108845
108846
108880
108881
108882
108847
108848
108849
108797
108905
108906

2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
800.00
1,400.00
2,200.00

97
103
103
103
111
118
155
197
290
321
321
321
321
361
377
377
378
378
383
387
387
395
395
395
395
395
396
396
396
397
397
397
401
401
401
401
401
404
404
405
405
416
433
451
473
482
492

709316
579937
639538
793395
471972
487667
1034876
863987
799765
673402
487575
777217
603888
574823
1061424
388144
1204078
1152044
972909
1502363
601887
725313
652689
623244
751420
505846
387307
724270
924855
265512
988799
961285
854979
1150692
563462
1327055
999292
989085
879142
453101
1507300
718432
1448706
745648
602091
941961
664113

POPOFF, MIKE
MOORE, WALLACE
OGLESBY, JAMES R.
SMITH, CLAYTON E.
WILCHER, THEODORE B.
CAMPBELL, RICHARD L.
WILLMANN, DONNIE C.
HAYES, PATRICK
REYNOLDS, LEE R.
DUNCAN, GARY L.
HOLMES, GORDON J.
ROGERS, JAMES P.
YOUNG, TERRY L.
KROEPPEL, WERNER H.
GARRETT, HARRY M.
WELCH, GARLAND W.
COULSTON, STEPHEN M.
MEREDITH, ROY A.
JOHNSON, GARY A.
MILLER, JOEY C.
RAKESTRAW, TYRE L.
CARY, MICHAEL D.
EAGEN, DONALD R.
HARPER, JOHN P.
MC BRAYER, DONALD W.
SPICER, WILLIAM E.
ALLEN, JOHN J.
DONATTI, PAUL F.
HALLEY, THOMAS G.
BOHANNON, RAYMOND
VARN, MILTON L.
VARN, PERRY E.
CONVERY, RUSSELL C.
HARRITY, GEORGE J.
LEWIS, DANIEL
MILBURN, COURTLAND G.
WHELAN, MICHAEL J.
REYNOLDS, RANDY A.
ROCHE, PAUL P.
POGGI, AMLETO A.
SUTER, JUSTIN T.
JACOBS, WILSON P.
PACHECO, JASON R.
MORGAN, CHARLES E.
HAYDEN, PAUL W.
JESTER, IVAN M.
GUTHRIE, GRAY T.

108907
108798
108883
108884
108885
108850
108851
108852
108853
106173
106172
106174
106196
108854
108855
108856
108799
108857
108886
108858
108887
108888
108889
108890
108891
108800
108801
108802
108892
108804
108894
108893
108805
108859
108860
108861
108806
108895
108896
108807
108808
108862
108809
108810
108811
108812
108813

2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
1,150.00
2,200.00
500.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
8,000.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
500.00
2,200.00
1,400.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00

MEMBER
NUMBER

NAME

CLAIM
NUMBER

AMOUNT

502
502
502
502
516
518
518
527
527
527
550
568
623
623
623
700
700
704
704
709
711
712
720
720
725
736
736
736
752
759
782
782
787
808
808
838
842
848
851

798098
762370
602467
1085800
1301262
774816
555897
642192
901565
838915
441350
474890
459518
1037703
845652
710560
700627
500779
491786
877365
728792
866193
432537
924580
1159923
909356
1444716
858547
1364639
1036025
1063753
946949
1229394
511986
1226344
1234819
1036250
600499
882616

COLLIER, REYNOLD W.
COPE, LLEWELLYN H.
ERNST, JOSEF
STEERS, GRANT K.
CAMERON, CHRISTOPHER O.
FRISZ, JOSEPH E.
WALKER, LEELAND R.
ALONGI, JOHN L.
MAYBEE, GEORGE R.
REID, WILFRED E.
STEPHENSON, NICK
GETSON, EARL W.
DONACHRICHA, ANTHONY
ROCKFORTE, DARRYL W.
SULLIVAN, WAYNE M.
BRISEBOIS, CLAUDE
TRENOUTH, WILLIAM
ALLEN, WILLIAM G.
TANNER, JIMMIE F.
BLACK, DAVID D.
FORTIN, PIERRE P.
DIGNAM, EDWARD
SMITH, ELMER R.
STRAIN, WILLIAM R.
NOREN, KEVIN
BOMBERRY, ROGER
COPE WHITE, CODY
PEDDLE, ROBERT L.
QUINN, SCOTT
AUDET, ANDRE J.
TREVATHAN, DONNIE G.
WARREN, LARRY T.
PETHTEL, ARTHUR W.
JONES, EUGENE M.
SAAVEDRA, JAMES R.
SCHEIER, KEVIN P.
LOSIER, DONALD D.
WYNDHAM, ROBERT C.
DONOHUE, DAVID L.

108814
108815
108863
108897
108816
108817
108818
108898
108899
108900
108864
108865
108819
108820
108821
108908
108828
108822
108823
108824
108909
108829
108910
108911
108912
108913
108914
108915
108916
108917
108825
108901
108902
108826
108903
108918
108919
108827
108904

2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
1,750.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,400.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
2,200.00
1,750.00
1,750.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
2,000.00

TOTAL DEATH BENEFITS PAID:

282,000.00

DISAPPROVED DEATH CLAIMS FOR MAY 2017:
396

1253197

MCKINNEY, DAVID B.

108803

IN ARREARS
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L.U.
NO.

C ON NE CT IN G WORL D - C LAS S U N I O N I RO N WO RK E RS W I T H U N I O N E MP LOYE RS
FIND OUT WHICH LOCALS
NEED WORKERS, TYPE OF WORK,
AND WHO TO CONTACT:
0 8 / 2 017

ironworkers.org

UPCOMING TRAINING:

IRONWORKER CONTRACTOR
UNIVERSITY
Construction Contracting Business Fundamentals Academy Track 1: Establish Your
Business is a 5-day intensive program designed for current and future ironworking contractors who
want to develop or improve their fundamental business skills. The program focuses on the skills
needed to start a contracting business or strengthen an existing business. Participants learn how to
select a business model, develop a business plan, prepare to obtain financing, find work,
set up an accounting system, collect money from customers, identify insurance requirements,
understand contract terms and conditions and avoid problems that will compromise success.
The program provides the business foundation that will strengthen a contractor’s ability to be
profitable during the early startup of their company and to become firmly established as a successful
contractor. The program agenda will cover the following important topics:
Monday: Establishing & Financing a Construction Business;
Understanding Small Business Certifications & Finding Work
Tuesday: Developing a Business Plan; Contractor Insurance Requirements
Wednesday: Financial Management for Contractors
Thursday: Collections & Getting Paid
Friday: Understanding your Construction Contract
This course will be offered in the following locations:

United States:
Sept. 11 – 15, 2017 – Seattle bit.ly/BFASeattle
Jan. 22 – 26, 2018 – Henderson, Nev. bit.ly/BFAHenderson

Canada:
Nov. 13 – 17, 2017 – Burnaby, British Columbia
bit.ly/BFABurnaby

Questions about this program should be directed to:
Dr. Cindy Menches at IMPACT at 800-545-4921. IMPACT will be offering similar training
opportunities across the U.S. and Canada throughout the year. Please monitor the Events page on
the IMPACT website at bit.ly/IMPACT-Events for a list of up-to-date training opportunities.

PROJECT OF THE YEAR 2017

WILL BEGIN ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS ON
OCTOBER 1ST, 2017

AUGUST 2017

ANNOUNCEMENT:
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